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Abstract  
We show how declarat ive d iagnos is  techniques can be extended to cope  with ver i f icat ion o f  
operat iona l  propert ies,  such as computed  and  correct  answers,  and  o f  abstract  propert ies,  such 
as depth(k )  answers  and groundness  dependenc ies .  The  extens ion is ach ieved by usir, g a s imple 
semant ic  f ramework ,  based ¢~n abstract  interpretat ion.  The  result ing techn ique (abstract  diag- 
nosis) leads to e legant bot tom-up and  top-dowr~ verif ication methods ,  which  do  not  require  to 
determine  the symptoms in advance ,  and  which  are effective in the case o f  abstract  propert ies  
descr ibed by finite domains .  © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All r ishts reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Dec la ra t ive  debugg ing ,  p : -ogram ver i f i ca t ion  and  abst: ' t~ct d iagnos is  
Declaratire debugging [43,35,28] is a techn ique which,  given a program P and  a 
specif icat ion . f  o f  the intended eclarat ive semant ics  o f  P, al lows one to determine  
program bugs, when the actual semantics .yT[[p] and the ~pecification .J are different. 
Declarative debugging algorithms are based on a thet3ry which requires f to be spec- 
ified extensionaily, However,  since -f  is in general infinite, practical debugging algo- 
rithms are driven by symptoms (atoms on which .yT[[p~ and .9 do not agree}, which 
are determined by using testing techniques. C~racles are used to model the acquisition 
(from the user) o f  the subset o f J  which is relevant to a symptom, Given a symptom, 
the algorithms query the oracles to locate the actual sources o f  errors. 
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One stronger alternative to symptom-directed declarative debugging can be ob- 
tained by extending the underlying theo~ to the case where the specification J¢ is 
a finite represe,ltation of  the intended behavior. This is essentially the approach of  
program verification [24,6,3,2], where the specification is a finite (intensional) repre- 
sentation of  a program property. The property is any abstraction of  the semantics, 
including the semantics itself. The goal of  program verification is to prove that the 
program is partially correct, i.e., that it satisfies the specification. It is worth noting 
Hint in program verification a specification is usually a pair of  pre- and post-condi- 
tions. The property specified by the post-condit ion has to be satisfied only by those 
goals which satisfy tile pre-condition. In addit ion the partial correctness criteria 
might require all the procedure calls (call patterns) to satisfy their pre-conditions. 
The aim of  ab.s,'ract diagnosis is to extend declarative debugging to the case where 
SlC, eci~cations are finite and define a program property rather than its semantics. In 
order to be consistent with traditional declarative debugging, specifications are as- 
sumed to consist of  post-condit ions only. However the results can be generalized 
to the case of  pre- and post-condit ions ( ee Section 9). Finite specifications lead to 
the systematic derivation of  the diagnosis algorithms from the underlying theory 
with no need for symptom detection. Moreover, the theoretical results on partial cor- 
rectness, completeness and bug derivation are valid for the diagnosis algorithms too. 
The approach of  abstract diagnosis is strongly related to the idea of  using assertions 
as finite specifications of  an approximation of  the intended declarative semantics in 
Ref. [25] and to the concept of  an abstract oracle, introduced in Ref. [34] to specify a 
superset of  the intended program behavior, in the case of concurrent logic programs. 
L2. Program properties and abstract interpretation 
Program properties are lbrmulas in a logical theory. They can be viewed as ab- 
stractions of a suitable semantics. Their" relation to the semantics can be formalized 
within abstract interpretation theory [22,23]. However, abstract interpretation sug- 
gests another way of looking at program properties, where the logical theory is re- 
placed by a finite (or noetherian) model (the abstract domain). The relevant 
feature of  abstract interpretation is that, once the property has been modeled by 
an abstract domain,  we have a methodology to systematically derive an abstract se- 
mantics, which in turn allows us to effectively compute a (correct) approximat ion of  
the property. By using this approach,  most of  the theorem-proving, in the logical 
theory involved in program verification, boils down to computing on the abstract 
domain. This is obtained in general at the expense of  precision. 
In program analysis, abstract interpretation theory is often used to establish the 
correctness of  specific analysis algorithms and abstract domains. We are more con- 
cerned instead in its application to the systematic derivation of  the (optimal) abstract 
semantics from the abstract domain. Recent results on domain refinement operators 
(see, for example, Refs. [30,42]) show that (optimal) abstract domains can systemat- 
ically be derived from the property to be proved. 
1.3. The semantic f ramework  
Program properties we are interested in are operational properties and nol neces- 
sarily declarative properties. The aim of the resulting method is therefore closer to 
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the goal o f  rat ional debugging [40] than to the goal o f  declarative debugging. This 
also means that we cannot base the abstract ion framework on the declarative seman- 
tics, since it is too abstract o allow us to reason about  some operat ional  properties, 
such as groundness of  variables. 
Some prel iminary versions o f  abstract diagnosis [17,19] were based on a more 
concrete semantic f ramework [I 3-15], whose collecting semantics is a trace seman- 
tics [20]. In this paper we are only concerned with propert ies which are abstrac- 
tions of  the computed answers semantics. We will therefore introduce in 
Section 3 a simplified version of  the semantic framework,  where the collecting se- 
mantics is the s-semantics [27,7], given for a CLP-l ike version of  positive logic pro- 
grams. 
Program properties are observables,  i.e., Galois insertions between the concrete 
domain (the semantic domain of  the collecting semantics) and the abstrac~ domain 
chosen to model the property.  The abstract semantics (abstract ransit ion system 
and abstract denotat ional  semantics) are systematical ly derived from the collecting 
ser.~anfics and the observable. We consider two classes o f  observables, complete  
and approx imate .  For every complete or approx imate observable, the abstract oper- 
ational semantics and the abstract denotat ional  semantics are equivalent. This will 
allow us to define equivalent op-down and bot tom-up diagnosis algorithms. The 
above equivalence property  requires the observable to be condensing.  Condensing 
is a composit ional i ty property  which tells us that the abstract semantics r~f a proce- 
dure call can be derived (without losing precision) from the abstract semantics of  the 
procedure declaration. This property is needed in abstract diagnosis where the spec- 
ification is a post-condit ion describing a (goal- independent) property of  a set of  pro- 
cedure declarations. It is worth noting that the observables corresponding to the 
declarative semantics are co,~densing and that the declarative semantics do ,ndeed 
characterize procedure declarations. Note also that several observables used in pro- 
gram analysis (for mode, type and groundness analysis) are also condensing and that 
a non-condensing observable can systematical ly be transformed into a (more con- 
crete) condensing observable, by using domain refinement operators (see, for exam- 
pie, how the condensing domain .~tr, ~/, for groundness analysis can be derived [42] 
from the non-condensing domain ~,~- ) .  The results of the diagnosis for approxi-  
mate observables are also valid for non-condensing domains,  which are sometimes 
convenient o use in practice for efficiency reasons. 
As expected from abstract interpretation theory, the difference between complete 
and approximate observables i related to precision. Namely,  the abstract semantics 
coincides with the abstract ion o f  the collecting semantics, in the case of  complete ob- 
servables, while it is just a correct approximat ion,  in the case of  approximate observ- 
ables. On the other side, approx imate observables correspond to noetherian 
domains.  Hence their abstract semantics is finite, while (in general) it is infinite for 
complete observables. We show that the class of  complete observables includes the 
observables ground instances of  computed answers and correct answers which allow 
us to reconstruct the declarative semantics used in declarative debugging, i.e., the 
least Herbrand model used in Ref. [43] and the least term model (atomic logical con- 
sequences or c-semantics) used in Ref. [28]. On the other hand, the class of  approx-  
imate observables includes deptk(k )  [41] and several domains proposed for type, 
mode and groundness analysis (we will just consider the domain ~r ;9  ~ [38] for 
groundness analysis). 
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1.4. Abstract  diagnosis 
In Section 4 we give the basic definitions of abstract diagnosis, which are a 
straightforward adaptat ion of those given for declarative debugging. A preliminary 
version (without proofs) of abstract diagnosis can be found in [17, ! 9, i 6]. Part ial  co t  
rectness and cotr~pleteness of P w.r.t, the observable property ~ are defined by com- 
paring the abstract specification of the intended behavior (of P w.r.t. ~) ,¢~ and the 
abstraction ~(.~-[[P~) of the concrete semantics .~P]] .  It is worth noting that 
~(.T[[P~) is in general more precise than the abstract __-muntics .~[P~,  in the case 
of approximate observables. 
The diagnosis is based on the detection of incortx, ct clauses and uncovered ele- 
ments,  which have both a bottom-up definition (in terms of  one application of the 
"abstract immediate consequence operator" to the abstract specification, see Sec- 
tion 4.1) and a top-down definition (in terms of "'oracle simalation", see Sec- 
t ion4.2).  It is worth noting that both the definitions use the (possibly 
approximate) computat ion vn the abstract domain, and that no fixpoint computa- 
tion is required, since the abst~ae~ semantics does not need to be computed. An im- 
plementation of the diagnosis algorithms (parametric w.r.t, the observable) by means 
of PROLOG meta-programs is described in Ref. [12]. 
In Section 5 we give the diagnosis theorems for complete observables, which pro- 
vide rather strong results. Namely, 
e absence of incorrect clauses implies partial correctness, 
• absence of uncovered elements implies completeness, for a large class of programs 
~,,cceptable programs), 
• incorrect clauses and uncovered elements always correspond to a bug in the pro- 
grum. 
The results generalize to any complete observable lhe results given for declarative de- 
bugging and allow us to reconstruct the theory of declarative debugging as an in- 
stance of  abstract diagnosis. In addition we have some new stronger esults on the 
diagnosis of completeness. However, since abstract specifications are often infinite 
in the case of complete observables, these results have ~ purely theoretical interest 
and can be viewed as a foundation for the effective diagnosis methods considered 
in the following sections. 
The first effective diagnosis method Q~artial diagnosis) is described in Section 6. 
Partial diagnosis (originally introduced in Rel: [18]) can be applied to make the di- 
agnosis effective in the case of complete observables. A specification consists of a fi- 
nite set of elements which are in the intended behavior and a finite set of elements 
which are not in the intended behavior. The diagnosis is based on the detection of 
p-incorrect clauses and p-uncovered elements, which generalize the definitions of in- 
correct clause and uncovered element o the case of partial specifications. The results 
we obtain are of course weaker. Namely, 
• p-inconect clauses always correspond to bugs in the program, 
• absence of p-uncovered elements implies completeness (w.r.t. the positive specifi- 
cation) for a large class of programs, 
• a p-uncovered element is a warning about a possible incompleteness bug. 
We show that partial diagnosis can be viewed as a theoretical foundation of 
symptom-directed oracle-based ebugging algorithms t~.sed in declarative debug- 
ging. 
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The second effective d iagnos is  method  can be appl ied i f  the proper ty  can be mod-  
eled by approx imate  observables.  For  example,  one can choose to approx imate  the 
complete  observable  computed  answers by the (approx imate)  observable  depth(k)  
answers,  which lead~ to finite abstract  specif ications. Us ing abstract  d iagnos is  
w.r.t, approx imate  observables  one can effectively prove propert ies related to modes,  
types and  groundness  dependencies.  The  results for approx imate  observables  are giv- 
en in Section 7. Again ,  the results are weaker  than those for complete  observables  
(because o f  approx imat ion) .  Namely ,  
• absence o f  incorrect c lauses impl ies part ia l  correctness,  
• an uncovered e lement  ahrays cor responds  to a bug in the program,  
• all the incorrectness bugs are captured by incorrect clauses, 
• an incorrect c lause is a warning about  a possib le incorrectness bug. 
It is worth  not ing  that there exists a dual i ty  between the results for part ia l  d iagnos is  
and those for approx imate  observables.  Th is  is du .~ , to the fact that a part ia l  specifi- 
cat ion is a subset o f  the full specif icat ion, whi le an abstract  specif icat ion correspond-  
ing to an approx imate  observable  represents ( through the concret izat ion funct ion)  a 
superset o f  the concrete full specif ication. 
We cempare  the results o f  abstract  d iagnos is  w.r.t, approx imate  observables  to 
those o f  p rogram veri f icat ion (with post -condi t ions  only). It turns out thet the results 
are s imi lar  for part ia l  correctness and  completeness.  Abst ract  d iagnos~ is more  use- 
ful for debugg ing  purposes,  since it provides useful in fo rmat ion  on " . :ogram bags.  
in  Section 8 we consider  the prob lem o f  modu lar  d iagnos is  and we formal ly  prove 
that the d iagnos is  method  does not need to be extended to per form the d iagnos is  in a 
modu lar  way. Th is  is due to tl~,e fact that both the top-down and the bot tom-up  di- 
agnosis  a lgor i thms are es,:.enti::lly based on the appl icat ion  o f  the " 'abstract immedi -  
ate consequence operator"  whicla is intr ins ical ly  compos i t iona l .  Th is  property  shows 
that we can ver i ly  and debug incomplete  programs,  once we have the specif icat ions 
for the miss ing program components .  
F ina l ly  Section 9 is devoted to some conclus ive remarks.  
2. Preliminaries 
In the fo l lowing sections, we assume Llmi l iar i ty with the s tandard  not ions  o f  logic 
p rogramming as int roduced in Refs. [1,36]. 
2.1. Logic programming 
Throughout  the paper  we assume programs and  goals being def ined on a first or- 
der language given by a s ignature Z" consist ing o f  a finite set F o f J imct ion  s_rmbols, a 
f inite set H o f  predicate symbols  and a denumerab le  set V o f  rariable symbols.  T de- 
notes the set o f  terms bui lt  on F and II. 
A subst i tut ion is a mapp ing  0 : V ~ T such that the set dora(i)) ::= {x I tg(x) ~ x} 
(domain of  0) is finite. A subst i tut ion t9 is idempotent i f ~h9 ~- ~9. A re.taming is a (non-  
idempotent )  subst. itui ion p for which there exists the inverse p-~, such that  
pp- i  __ p - tp  ._ id. The preorder ing  ~< (more general  than)  on subst i tut ions  is such 
that 0 <~ a i fand  only if there exists tg' such that ~')0' = tr. The  result o f  the appl icat ion  
o f  a subst i tut ion ~') to a term t is an htstance of  t and  is denoted by tO. Two terms t 
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and t' are variants (t ~ Y) i f  there exists a renaming  p such that t = Yp. A subst i tut ion 
/) is a unt'fier of  terms t and t' if tz? = t'0. I f  two terms are unifiable then they have an 
idempotent  most  general  unifier which is unique up to renaming.  Therefore 
mgu(t~, t,.) denotes such an idempotent  most  general  unifier oft~ and t_,. All the above 
definit ions can be extended to other  syntactic expressions in the obvious way. 
An  a tom is an object o f  the form p(tl ,  . . . ,  t,) where p E /7 ,  t , , . . . ,  t,, E T. A goal is 
a sequence o f  a toms A~ . . . . .  A,,. The empty  goal is denoted by Q. We denote by G 
and B possibly empty  sequences o f  atoms,  by t ,x  tuples of, respectively, terms 
and distinc't variables. Moreover  we denote by t both the tuple and the set o f  corre- 
spond ing  syntact ic objects. B, B' denotes the concatenat ion  o f  B and B'. An  a tom is 
called pure if it is in the form p(.~-ir, while a goal  is called pv,'e if it conta ins only pure 
a toms which do not share variables. 
A (de[in#e) clause is a formula  o f  the form H *-- A i . . . . .  A,, with n >t 0, where H 
(the head) and A~ . . . . .  ,4, (the body) are atoms.  ~-- and , denote logical impl icat ion 
and conjunct ion respectively, and all var iables are universal ly quantif ied. A program 
is a finite set o f  (definite) clauses. 
In the paper  we use s tandard  resuhs on the ordinal  powers T o f  cont inuous  func- 
t ions on complete lattices. Namely ,  given any monoton ic  operator  T on (C, ~<), 
TT, :=-l-c., TII,, ~t~ := T(TI,,) for n < ~o, and TT,,, := u,,<,,,Tb,, where -t-c and t_J denote 
the least element and the lub operat ion o f  C, respectively. Moreover  if T is cont in-  
uous its least f ixpoint is TT .... We denote the least fi.vpohat of  T by/ J jo T and  the great- 
t.st.[ixpohtt of  T by g/~o T, if they exist. 
In order  to use part ia l  funct ions we use lambda notat ion  by admit t ing  not  a lways 
defined expressions. Hence a lambda expression ,;.x. E denotes a part ial  funct ion 
which on input x assumes the value E[x] if the expression E[x] is defined, otherwise 
it is undefined. 
In the tbl lowing, we will often use f in ite-support  part ia l  functions. Hence, to sim- 
plify the notat ion,  by 
l '  I ~ r I , 
we will denote (by cases) any funct ion f which assumes on input ~,= . . . . .  v,, output  
r~ . . . . .  t;,. respectively, and is otherwise undefined. Fur thermore ,  if the support  o f  
f is just the singleton {~,}, we will denote f by f := l, ~-~ r. 
2. 2. Properties o f  substitutions and equations 
Given a set o f  equat ions  E := {sl = t, . . . . .  s,, = t,,}. a (most  general) unifier o f  E is 
a (most general~ unifier o f  (sl . . . .  s,,) and (tl . . . . .  t,,). A unifiable set o f  equat ions  
(terms) has an idempotent  mgu. Any  unifier 0 for E is called sohaion i fEO is var iable 
free. A set E is solvable if it has solutions. The preorder ing <~ ,. on equat!ons ets is 
such that E ~< ,. E' if and  only if the solutions o f  E are also solut ions orE ' .  Two sets E, 
E' are called equiralent (denoted by E ~,. E') i f  they have the same solutions. 
A (possibly empty)  equat ion set is in soh;ed jb rm i f  it has the form 
{t't = t~ . . . . .  t',, = t,,} and the ~,; are distinct variables which do not occur in the right 
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hand side o f  any equation. The variables v, are said to be eliminable. The set 
{v~, . . . .  v,} is denoted by elim(E). In the following, given a set o f  solved form equa- 
tion sets .~, by elim(~) we denote [-Je~e, elim(E). I f  a set E is solvable then it has an 
equivalent solved form which is unique up to renaming. There exists an algor i thm 
[3 l] which transforms any solvable equat ion set into an equivalent solved form equa- 
tion set. 
The lattice structure on idempotent  substitut ions [26] is isomorphic to the lattice 
structure on equat ions ~ntroduced in Ref. [3 l]. Therefore we can indifferently use id- 
empotent  mgus or equations. An equational goal is an object o f  the form 6,  B where 
B is a pure goal and d is a finite set o f  solved form equat ion sets such that 
el im(d) c t, ar(B). {0}, B will be denoted by B. An equat ional  clause is a formula 
o f  the form H ~-- E, B, where (H, B) is a pure goal and E is a solved form equat ion 
set such that e l im(E)C  ~'ar(H,B). In the following, given any program clause 
p(t)*- ' -pl(t l )  . . . .  ,p,,(t,,) we will ahvays consider its equat ional  form p(x)~--  
E, p l (x l ) , .  .. ,p,(x,,) where E = {x = t, xj = tl . . . . .  x,, = t,,} (x, xj . . .x , ,  are new dis- 
tinct variables). 
2.3. Galois insertions attd abstract interpretation 
Abstract interpretat ion [22,23] is a theory deve!,.ped to reason about  the abstrac- 
tion relation between two different semantics. The theory requires the two semantics 
to be defined on domains which are complete lattices. (C, ___) (the concrete domain)  is 
the domain  of  the concrete semantics, while (A, ~< ) (the abstract  domain)  is the do- 
main o f  the abstract semantics. The partial order relations reflect an approx imat ion  
relation. The two domains are related by a pair o f  functions ~t {abstraction) and ~, 
(concreti:otion), which form a Galois insertiolt. 
Galois insertions can be defined on preordered sets. However  in this paper we re- 
strict our  attent ion to lattices. 
Definition i (Galois insertion). Let (C, ~)  be the concrete domain and (A, ~< ) be the 
abstract  domain.  A Galois  insertion (:t, 7)- (C,-<) ~-- (.4, <~ ) is a pair o f  maps 
~t : C ---, A and 7 : A --, C such that 
l. ~t and 7 are monotonic,  
2. Vx E C. x _-_< (7 o ~)(x) and 
3. 7'y e A. (cz o 7)(Y) -- Y- 
Given a concrete semantics and a Galois insertion between the concrete and the 
abstract domain,  we want to define an abstract semantics. Tile concrete semantics 
is the least f ixpoint o f  a semantic function F : C -* C. The abstract semantic func- 
tion P : A --~ ,4 is correct if Vx C C. F(x) "< 7(/7(~t(x))). 
F is in turn defined as composit ion o f  "pr imit ive"  operators.  Let f :  C" ---, C be 
one such an operator  and assume that f is its abstract counterpart .  Then f is (locally) 
correct w.r.t, f if  Vx l , . . .  ,x, E C . . f (x l , . . .  ,x,)  -< ~.(/~(o~(xj),... ,~t(x,))). The local 
correctness o f  all the primitive operators implies the global correctness. Hence, we 
can define an abstract semantics by defining locally correct abstract primitive seman- 
tic functions. An abstract computat ion  is then related to the concrete computat ion,  
simply by replacing the concrete operators  by the corresponding abstract operators.  
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Accord ing to the theory, for each operator  f ,  there exists an opt imal  (most precise) 
locally correct abstract  operator  . f  defined as .P0 ' I , . . .  ,3',,):= ~( f (70 ' l )  . . . . .  ,'(Y,,))). 
However  the compos i t ion  of  opt imal  operators is not necessari ly opt imal.  
The abstract  operator  f is prec ise  i f  V.v~ . . . . .  x,, E C .  ~.(l'(x~ . . . .  ,x,,)) = 
f (~(xt )  . . . . .  ~(x,,)). Hence the opt imal  abstract operator  f is precise if and only i f  
7. ( f (x l , . . . . x , , ) )  = ~(./((7 o ~)(.rt ) , . . . ,  (7 o ~)(x,,))). The precision of  the opt imal  ab- 
stract operators can be reformulated in terms of  propert ies o f  ~. 7 and the corre- 
sponding concrete operator.  The above def init ions are natural ly  extended to 
" 'pr imit ive" semant ic  operators from s.~(C) to C. 
Note that if u is the lub operat ion over (C,___) and (~.,') is a Galo is  insert ion 
then u= z tou  o 7 is the lub of  (A. ~<) and moreover  for each SCC ~(I IS )= 
~(u(;. o ~)S). 
3. The semantic f ramework 
As a l ready ment ioned in the introduct ion,  the f ramework  i.~ a s impl i f icat ion o f  the 
semant ic  f ramework  defined in Refs. [13-15]. which takes as col lecting semant ics a
computed  answers semantics instead o f  a (more concrete) semant ics model ing  
SLD-trees [20]. 
All the proofs o f  the ~heorems of  this section can be found in Append ix  A. 
3.1. The  concrete  coli~,cting semant ics  
We denote by E the complete lattice o f  sets of  finite solved form equat ion sets, par- 
l ially ordered by c_. We define a var iance equivalence on E as follows. For  any 
¢~.~' c IF and for any tuple of  var iables x, g~ =-:x g~' if-rod only if for each E E :, there 
exists E' E ¢~' such that x mgu (E) = x mgu (E') and vi:e versa. ! A collt, t'liolt C is a 
part ial  funct ion Goa ls  ~ E such that, for every G E Goals ,  i f  C(G)  is defined, then 
it is a relevant set of  equat ion sets, i.e., VE E C(G).  e l ' re (E)  c_ car(G).  C is the do- 
main  o f  all the col lect ions ordered by E_, ,,,,'here C E_ C' if  and only if 
VG.C(G)  c_ C'(G).  The part ial  order on C formal izes the evolut ion o f  the computa-  
tion process. (C, E) is a complete lattice. M and LI will denote the g lb  and iub of  C. A 
pure col lection is a col lection defined for pure atomic goals. 
We define the equi~;alence modtdo  et~httnced l~ariance ~,,~ on col lections as follows. 
C _--_-_~:: C' if and only if, for any G, there exists a renaming  p such that, if C(G)  is de- 
fined, the., C' (Gp)  is def ined and C(G)  -,,,,-la~ (C ' (GP) )p  -I and vice versa. An  inter- 
pretat ion .;/ is a pure col lection modu lo  enhanced variance. We denote by ilc the set 
of  interpretat ions.  (I]~:.E_) is a complete lattice. We denote the equivalence class 
(modulo  enhanced variance) of  a col lection a by tr i tsel f  Moreover,  any interpretat-  
ion .¢ o f  0~: is implicit ly considered also as a col lection obta ined by choosing an ar- 
bitrary representat ive o f  .¢. All the operators that we use on interpretat ions are 
independent  from the choice of  the representative. Therefore we can define any op- 
erator on 0: in terms of  its counterpart  defined on C, independent ly  from the choice 
i Nole that l\~r any solved l\~rm equation set E, mgu(E) can be "trivially" computed. Moreover the 
delinilion of -~ is independent from the choice of the mgu, since this is unique up to renaming. 
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o f  the representat ive.  Al l  the def in i t ions are independent  f rom the choice o f  the syn- 
tactic object. To  s impl i fy  the notat ion,  we denote  the cor respond ing  operators  on ~c 
and C by the same name.  
Our  semant ic  def in i t ions use two basic operat ions  on equat ion  sets. 
1. Let d:~, ~,,2 E H:. Then d~ ®j~. ~2 denotes the set 
{E I Et E all, E" is a renamed vers ion o f  E2 E ~2. obta ined  by renaming  
apart  ( f rom El,  x and  y) all the var iab les  in (var (E l )  U {x}) \ {y}, 
E, t_J E; is so lvable  and  E is a solved form of  El t_J E" }. 
We assume ®.~. to be left-associati've. In the fo l lowing to s impl i fy  the notat ion,  for 
any ~'l, ~-~ we denote ¢~t ¢~t ~.~_, s imply  by ~ ® ~,-,. 
2. Let E be an equat ion  set. Then  EI~ denotes  the set {x -- t E E [ x occurs in x}. The  
[x operat ion  can be tr iv ial ly extended to any  g C EE in the fo l lowing way. 
l,[~ := {Elx [ E is a solved form o f  E' E l ,}.  
F ina l ly  note that, for any choice o f  solved lbrm.  the results are equiva lent  modu lo  
var iance.  
3.1.1. Denotat iona l  semant ics  
The denotat iona l  semant ics  .~P]  o f  a p rogram P is def ined as the least f ixpoint o f  
the fo l lowing monoton ic  " ' immediate  consequence"  operator  .¢[[P]] : tic ~ lc, i.e., 
,~[[P~(J)  := ,;.p(x). I,..J {~ I c = p(x)  - E,.4, . . . . .  ,4,, i sa  renamed 
c lause o f  P. z :-: ra t (c ) ,  for i E [1. n], Yi = var(Ai) ,  
z = ({El %:., .¢(A,) ~._ . . .  ~ . ,  .¢(~, , ) ) l~}-  
This  operator  is i somorph ic  to the immediate  consequence operator  o f  the s -seman-  
tics. Indeed it is easy to see that ,:t is just  a matter  o f  representat ion.  In the s -seman-  
tics case, the subst i tut ion is s imply  appl ied to the pure atom,  whi le in our  case, given 
the pure atom,  the cor respond ing  equat iona l  vers ion o f  the subst i tut ion is returned.  
Example  2. Cons ider  the program P o f  Fig. 1, which is a " ' sum"  program.  Its 
(concrete) denotat iona l  semant ics  is 
.~--l~e~ = s,,,,,(.~,y. : )  ~ { {x -- o . _  :-: y}.  {x = s (O) . :  = s (y)}  . . . . .  
{x = ~,"(0), -  = s" (y )} , . . .  }. 
3. !.2. Operat iona l  semant ics  
Definite c lauses have a natura l  computat iona l  reading based on the resolut ion 
procedure.  The  specific resolut ion strategy, cal led (cquatior~al) SLD-der ivat ion ,  is 
descr ibed in the fol lowing. For  the sake o f  s impl ic i ty we present it using the lef tmost  
e l :  sum(O,X ,X) .  
c2 :  sum(s(X) ,Y , s (Z) )  : -  sum(X,Y ,Z) .  
Fig. I. The sum program of Examples 2 and 46. 
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selection rule, but all the results h~ld for any selection rule, since computed answers 
are independent from the se".~-'ction rule. Let 17 := o ~,p(x), B be an (equational) goal 
and c := p(x)  ~-- E, B' be a clause, such that var(c) N var(G) = x and ~ ® {E} ~ l~.  
Then we have an (equational) derivation step 
{E),n', n. 
A derivation of a goal 17 in a program P, G "q ,* 6;' is a finite sequence of derivation 
eq 
steps 17 . . . .  ---, t7', where e l , . . .  ,c~. ar~ renamed clauses of P such that 
~"1 ¢"/~ 
Vi, j E [l,k], j < i, ci = p(xi)  ~-- G~ and var(ci) N (var(G) Uvar(c j ) )  -- xi. 
The behavior (set of computed answers) of the goal d ~, B in P is 
.~[[~,B in P~ := U {~'l,.,~(n)16~,B eq.e ~,Q}. 
The top-down (goal-independent) denotation of a program P is the interpretation ob- 
tained by collecting the behaviors for all pure atomic goals, i.e.. 
e[[P]] :--= (2p(x)..~¢~o(x) in P~) / -~.  
The main properties of the concrete semantics are summarized by the following the- 
ore . r~.  
Theorem 3. Let P be a program. G := ~,,41 . . . . .  A,  be a goa l  Yi := var(Ai) (/or 
i E [i, n]) and z : :  var(d I . . . . .  A,) .  Then 
1 . .~G in P~ = (~ ®~, t'~P~(A,) ®~......®~. e [1P]](A,))I:. 
2. .~P~ is continuotts on tic (and therefore .~'~P] : .~P~ 1",.,), 
= 
Property 1 is usually called AND-composit ional i ty  and is sometimes referred to as 
c,,ndensing in the program analysis field. It essentially shows that the behavior of any 
(conjunctive) goal can be derived from the goal-independent denotation ~P]] ,  i.e., 
from the behaviors of (finitely many) pure atomic goals. It is the property which al- 
lows us to take (( [[Pl] as the semantics of a program, without being concerned with 
the behaviors for all possible goals. The validity of the condensing property is rele- 
vant to diagnosis, since it allows us to compare the expected and actual goal-inde- 
pendent behaviors, i.e., the specification is the intended ¢Y~[[P]]. 
Properties 2 and 3 show that the goal-independent denotation can equivalently be 
computed in a bottom-up way as least fixpoint of the immediate consequence oper- 
ator. This is again very important for the diagnosis problem, since the basic diagno- 
sis algorithm requires the existence of an immediate consequence operator (see 
Section 5). Moreover, the equivalence of the top-down and the bottom-up defini- 
tions of the denotation will allow us to define (see Section 4.2) equivalent top-down 
diagnosis algorithms, based on oracle simulation. 
3.2. The observables and the abstract semantics 
We model the abstractions by using abstract interpretation theory [22,23]. An ob- 
servable property domain is a set of properties of computed answers with an order- 
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ing re lat ion which can be viewed as an  approx imat ion  structure.  An  observat ion  con-  
sists o f  look ing  at a computed  answer  (a re levant solved fo rm equat ion  set), and  then 
extract ing some proper ty  (abstract ion) .  
Definit ion 4. Let (D,  ~ ) be a comple~,e lattice. A funct ion ~t : IF --, D is an observab le  
if  it maps  finite e lements o f  ~ into finite e lements " o f  D and there exists 7 such that  
1. (~t,y>: (IE, c_) ~ (D,  ~< ) is a Galo is  insert ion,  
2. V~, d '  ~ E, V finite x such that  el im(~) O elim(~') C x C var(d) U var(df'), 
.~ =~ ~ ~,(~(~')) - . ,  ~,(~(~')), 
3. V~ E IF, VD E D and for  any  renaming  3 p, :~(~p) = (~t($))p and  ?(Dp) = (),(D))p. 
Once we have  an observab le  0~ : IF -~ D, we want  to systemat ica l ly  derive the ab-  
stract semant ics.  The idea is to def ine the opt ima l  abst ract  vers ions o f  the var ious  
semant ic  operators  and  then check under  which condi t ions  (on the observab le)  we 
obta in  the opt imal  abst ract  semant ics.  This will a l low us to ident i fy some interest ing 
classes o f  observables.  
We start  by def in ing the op : ima l  abst ract  counterpar ts  o f  the basic operators  de- 
f ined on E. Then,  for  any  D, D', Di E D, 
I. D_~ x D' := cz(},(D) ~ 7(D')), (D ~ D' := ~(7(D) ~ 7(D'))), 
2. Qlx :=  ~x((7(D))lx), 
3. UlD,},e,  :=  ct(U{~,(D,)},d ). 
For all C e C and G e Goals, let = ' (C) :=26.  ~t(C(6))/,..,(~). 4 Then A := 
ct" (C) c_ [Goals ---- D] is a complete lattice o f  functions from Goals to the abstract 
domain  D, ordered by the trivial extension to funct ions  o f  ~<, which, by abuse  o f  
notat ion ,  is denoted  also by ~<. Note  that  in the fo l lowing we denote  by I~ and  
the lub and glb of  A respectively. 
We call A-col lect ion any  e lement o f  A.  The insert ion <~, 7) can be lifted *o <a*, ~,') : 
C ~,~ ~ by defining, for  all S ~. ~ and  G E Goals, ,,'*(S) : :  AG(3,(S(G)))[,,,,(~. From 
now on we will of ten abuse notat ion  and  denote  ~t" by :t (and  7" by 7)- Note  that  in 
the lot.lowing if  there exists a bijective Ga lo is  insert ion between two domains ,  we 
identi fy them. A pure  A-col lect ion is an e lement S E A which is undef ined for  every 
non-pure  a tom.  
Cond i t ion  2 o f  Def in i t ion 4 states that  the observat ion  does not  depend on  the 
choice o f  the h idden var iab le  names  and  on the choice o f  the solved fo rm o f  the 
equat ions  used in the computat ion .  Hence  we can define an abst ract  enhanced vari -  
ance re lat ion ------a on pure A-col lect ions as fol lows: for  any  pure  A-col lect ion S,S' ,  
S --a S' .,!----> ?(S) --c 7(S').  An  A-interpretation is a pure  A-col lect ion modu lo  ------a. 
Since (by Cond i t ion  2) D---=c D'  implies 0e(D) ----A ~t(D'), then the A - in terpretat ion  
~(I)  is well def ined, for  any  C- in terpretat ion  I. Fur thermore ,  Cond i t ion  3 states that  
the observat ion  does not  depend upon a par t icu lar  choice o f  the var iable names.  We 
z We assume that the elements of the domain D can be represented by means of a syntactic expression 
built over the (free) variables which appear in the corresponding equations in ~. Byfinite lement of D we 
mean any element which is finitely representable in the domain D. 
~ Note that the renaming operation has to be applied to the syntactic representation f the abstract 
object. 
4 Remember that if C(G) is undefined then also :t(C(G)) is undefined. 
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denote  by (II~,, ~< ) the complete  lattice o f  A - in terpretat ions .  Any  A - in terpretat ion  
.¢,  o f  0~, is implicit ly cons idered also as an arb i t ra ry  ~-eo l lect ion  obta ined  by choos-  
ing an arb i t ra ry  representat ive of.~¢,. All the semant ic  operators  that  we use on A-  
in terpretat ions  are independent  f rom the choice o f  the representat ive.  There fore  we 
can define any  operator  on Ila in terms .of its counterpar t  def ined on ~,  independent -  
ly f rom the choice o f  the representat ive.  
Once  we have the opt imal  abst ract  operators ,  we can define the cor respond ing  ab-  
stract semant ics ,  obta ined  f rom the denotat iona l  and  operat iona l  semant ics  o f  com-  
puted answers  by replac ing the concrete semant ic  operators  by their  opt imal  abst ract  
versions.  
3.2.1. Abstract  denotat ional  semantics 
An abst ract  goal is an object o f  the form D. B where B is a pure  goal  and  D E ID is 
a finite abst ract  const ra int ,  such that  D<~ DT,,,r~n ~(i.e.. D is re levant for B). : ,({0}). B 
will be s imply denoted  by B. 
The abst ract  denotat iona l  semant ics  o f  a program P is def ined as the least f ixpoint 
o f  the fo l lowing monoton ic  " 'abstract  immediate  consequence"  operator  
.~,llP~ : 0,~ ---+ 0~, i.e., .~~[~P~ := /J~o .¢~[[P~. 
• ~[P~( .¢~)  :=,:.p(x). 0{D i c = p(x)  ---- E,A ,  . . . . .  .4,, is a renamed 
clause o f  P. z = rat(c) ,  for i E [!, n],y i = rar(Ai),  
• .-3 ~ ~. | .  • ) 
3.2.2. Abstract  operational sentantics 
Let G := D.p(x) .  B be an abstract  goal and  c "= p(x)  .--- E. B' be a clause, such 
that  vat (c )A  t ,a r (G)= x and  D ~ ~({E}) is a finite e lement o f  let) different f rom 
5 -l-r~. Then we have an abstract derivation step 
G "--~---~" o -~ ~({E}) ,  B'. B. 
A der ivat ion o f  a goal  G in a program P. G "-¢t]" G' is a finite sequence of  der ivat ion 
- eq x - .  eq P 
steps G . . . . .  G' ,  where c~ . . . . .  c~ are renamed clauses o f  P such that  
c I ( '~ 
Vi . j  E [ l . k ] ,  j < i. c~ = p(x~) ~ G, and  var(c~) n (vat (G)  U ta r (c , ) )  = x,. 
The abs:,'act b,,havior of  the abst ract  goal  D. B in P is 
• ~[ID, B in Pj~ U{  I D, B O} 
/ "  
and the abstract top-¢h)u'n denotation of  a program P is the in terpretat ion  
f ~[~P]] := (2t , (x) . .~,~p(x)  in P~) /~.  
As a l ready  discussed in the int roduct ion ,  the semant ic  propert ies  which are relevant o 
the d iagnos is  p rob lem are the condens ing  proper ty  and  the equivalence between the 
top-down and the bot tom-up def init ions o f  the denotat ion .  An  add i t iona l  re levant is- 
~ Note that in the fotlowmg we will guarantee that the :~; operation will map finite arguments to finite 
results. For complete observables (Section 3.3) this will be consequence of the precision, while for 
approximate observables this will be consequence of the noetherianity of the domain. 
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sue is precision, i.e., the relation between the abstract semantics and the abstraction of 
the concrete semantics. We will then identify two interesting classes of observables 
(complete and approximate). All the observables in both classes are condensing 
and lead to equivalent op-down and bottom-up definitions. Complete observables 
are also precise, i.e., ~(.~P]])  = .~,,~P]], while approximate observables (intended 
to be used for program analysis) lead to approximated abstract semantics, i.e.. 
~(,~,~[P~)  .~P~.  Note that there exist observables, which are interesting for pro- 
gram analysis and which are not even approximate (for example, the domain of 
groundness dependencies ¢_~.~ [5] is not condensing). However, as already men- 
tioned in the introduction, there is evidence that non-condensing observab!es can sys- 
tematically be transformed into condensing observables, by using domain refinement 
operators. 
3.3. Complete observables 
First of  all recall that any observable is precise w.r.t, the union operation since, for 
any Galois insertion, 
= e,, = ~ ( , 'o :O(a , )  = U ,~ :~(a,). ( l )  
Def in i t ion  5 .  Let  =L : ~: --, O be an observable. Then ~ is a complete observable if 
2. 7(=(~1.,)) =~ ~(((7 ° :e)~)l.,). 
Note that, for any finite D, lY  E D, D ~ D' is finite since (by additivity of ~) there 
exist two finite elements ~, ~' ~ [E such that D = ~(~,), D' = ~(¢g') and then (by Con- 
dition l) ~(~'~(g)~ 7~(~,')) is finite. 
Theorem 6. Let ~ : IF ~ D be a complete observable. G := D, AI . . . . .  A ,  be an abstract 
goa l  P be a program, z :-- rar(AI . . . . .  A , )  and y i := t'ar(Ai) (for i E [l.n]). Then 
I. ~(e~e~) = e~[It'L 
2. ~,&[[~ m P] = (D+.=,,, e ~p]](A,)& L . . . .  ,~.~.:,.,, e~{[P~(.~.))i:.. 
3. ot(.#[~ P~] (,s¢ )) = .~:~ [[P~ ( o~(.¢" ) ), 
4. ;~a ~p~ ,;s contimtous on 0~ (and thereJore .~P~ = .'J',~P~ ]',,,), 
Theorem 6 shows that complete observables satis~: all the properties of  the con- 
crete semantics. In particular, they are condensing (Point 2) and the abstract op- 
down and bottom-up semantics are equivalent (Point 6). In addition, complete ob- 
servables are precise (Points 1 and 5). The class of  complete observables includes 
computed answers 6 and the observables correct answers and ground instances of 
computed answers, whose semantics are the atomic logical consequence observables 
(c-semantics) and the least Herbrand model, respectively. 
6 It can be simply defined as ~.,¢. {mgu(E) I E ~ E, }. 
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3.3.1. The  correct  answer  observable  
We show how to obtain a semantics which models correct answers and is isomor- 
phic to the c-semantics [9,27]. A similar construction can be used to define ground 
correct answers leading to the least Herbrand model semantics. 
Correct answers are closed under instantiation. This property corresponds to the 
downward closure of the correspcnding equation sets. These sets can be (efficiently) 
handled with maximal equation sets w.r.t. ~ ~.. 
First of  all consider equation sets modulo ~,,. Any ~'E ~/~.. is non- redundant  
(w.r.t. ~ ~) if and only if VE, E 'E  ~. E ~ E' implies E~, ,E ' .  We denote by p-] the 
non-redundancy operator, i.e., [g] := {E I E ~ ~,VE '  E g .  E ~ E' ~ E~,£ '} .  Any 
downward closed ~ E n: can be (uniquely) represented by [~1. Hence we can repre- 
sent any set of correct answers by a non-redundant equation set. Furthermore, since 
the set of correct answer~ is any instance of some computed answers, given an equa- 
tion set ~ of computed answers, P~] is the representative of the equation set of cor- 
rect answers. 
Let D ,  := ([IE/.~<], C/~<.) de~:ioie the complete lattice of  non-redundant sets of 
(equivalence classes of) finite solved form equation sets, partially ordered by 
C_/~.,.. Hence the correct  answer  observable  ~ : ~ --, ~ is 
~,(~) := r~l. 
By applying the definitions, the ",',bstract operators are ~ i~_ - :  [~l ®?;.,], 
~l~. -  = r~l c~ ~,] ,  ~,tie,_~ = pc,, u e,_,] and ~'i.~ = Fe, l.,]. Note that ~ and t] are 
the g lb  and lub of D 0, respectively. 
q~ is a complete observable and its immediate consequence operator is 
= ; . , (x ) .  
3.4. Approx#nate  observables  
Approximate observables are intended to model domains where we cannot require 
the precision property. We therefore relax the axioms of complete observables to ad- 
mit non-precise ~ and / operators. However, as already argued in the introduction, 
we still want to guarantee that the condensing and equivalence properties are satis- 
fied. This can be achieved by imposing the following abstract versions of the basic 
properties used in Theorem 3 to guarantee condensing and equivalence in the con- 
crete case. 
Definition 7. Let ~ : IF --~ D be an observable. Then ~t is an approximate observable if
D is noetherian and 
1. ~(~(e, )  ~ ~') = ~(e, ~ 7~(,,~')) = ~(7~(~) ~ 7~(e,')). 
2. ]is additive on (D, <~ ). 
3. var( ~( { 0 } )) = 0. 
4. For any x,) , ,z such that x ,y  c_ z, (D l~.  D2)/: = (D,/, ~.]. D:)], and (DI ~ .  D2)[x = 
(Dr &g. D21,.)I~. 
5. Let x C_z and n>~ 1. If, for any i E [l,n], ra r (D~)n(dar (D)Uz)C_x  then 
D~)(D,~,  . . . ~¢D,,) = D~x(D, , :~ . . - ~D,,). 
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6. Let x c_ z and n >t 1. If, for any i E [l,n], var(D) f ' ) ( car (D i )Uz)C  x then 
(D l~-  " . ~D, , )~D = lD ,~ . . . ~D, , )~ D. 
7. 
The noethorianity of  D is used to ensure the finiteness of  ~.  
Note that, differently from the case o f  complete observables, the class o f  approx- 
imate observables i also chara~:terized in terms of  some properties o f  the abstract 
operators. An equivalent characterizat ion, given in terms of  ~, 7 and the concrete op- 
erators, is pos,~ibl¢ but would be harder to understand. 
Theorem 8. Let ~: [E---, D be an approx imate  observable. P be a program, 
6: := D, ,41 , . . .  ,,4n be an abstract goa l  z := var(d! . . . . .  An) and Yi : l _  var(,4i) (for 
i E [[, n]). Then 
2. a=~6: in P~ = (D~]. , tc~p](Al )~], , . -  • - ~ .  C~P~P])iA,,))],, 
3. :~=[P] is continuous on OA (and therefore :~ , [P ]  = ~#,[P] T ,,,), 
Theorem 8 shows that approx imate observables are condensing (Point 2) and that 
the abstract op-down and bot tom-up semantics are equivalent (Point 6). However, 
the denotat ions are just  correct approximat ions,  yet they are not precise (Points 1 
and 5). Note that the above character izat ion f approx imate observables guarantees 
the opt imal i ty of  the abstract immediate consequence operator (see Point 4). 
3. 4.1. The .~tf .9 ~ observable fo r  groundness dependencies o f  computed  answers 
We show now how to model  the domain  :#t;eA/', designed for the groundness anal- 
ysis of  logic programs [21,38]. ~tr~9 " is a domain  o f  equivalence classes of  proposi-  
t ional formulas,  built using the logical connectives ~-% A and v, and ordered by 
implication. The proposit ional  formulas represent groundness dependencies among 
variables. The domain  .~e~,9 ° for two variables is shown in Fig. 2. 
First o f  all we have to define the abstract ion F(t)  of a concrete term t. I f  
var(t) = {x l , . . .  ,xn} then r ( t )  := xt ^- . -  Ax, .  The intuit ion is that, in order for t 
to be ground, all its variables :q . . . . .  x, must be ground. 
We can extend F to solved tbrm equat ion sets to obtain abstract formulas as fol- 
lows. F(E)  := A,=,~E(x ~ r ( t ) ) ,  where r(0) := tl~ze. Abstract formulas are proposi-  
t ional formulas which express the groundness dependencies among the el iminable 
variables and the other variables of  the concrete solved form equat ion set. 
The groundness dependencies observable ~r : IF --, .~#d%~' is 
~r(8) := V r(E), 
EE¢~ 
where ~r (0) := fa lse .  By apply ing the definition, the abstract operators turn out 
to be 
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t rue 
Y- -o  X X - - - r  Y 
X Y 
) ,  
false 
Fig. 2. The domain ,'/'(' .'t' for two variables X. Y. 
F,~,F_, =F ,  A~,  
- -  
F[., = { F if car(F)  C {x}. 
(Fb' ~ true] v Fb '~ fidse])i., for somey ~ ,,a,'(F) \ {x}. 
where FLy ,~ E] is obtained by replacing each occurrence of  the variable v in F by E. 
Note that the abstract notion o[ restriction of  an abstract formula corresponds to 
SchrSder 's  edimination principle. 
The ~ operat ion is performed by first renaming the second argument and then 
comput ing the conjunction. We omit its formal definition because it is not needed 
to define the semantics, since, in any expression we use, it collapses to ~.  
~r is an approx imate observable. The abstract immediate consequence operator  
.~ ,  ~P~ is 
( ) • ~,-~[P~("/,, ) = :.P(~). V ~,,.(1 E l )  ,,, A .¢ , , . (A , )  [.,. 
p(  x )~  F. . - I  | . . . . . .  .t,, i . .  l 
renamed ~.'l:D.use ol" P 
Note that .¢~, [[P]~ is defined only in terms of  abstract restriction i and of  the iub and 
glb operators on .¢(' if' (A and v, respectively). 
Example 9. Consider the program P of  Fig. 3 and the groundness dependencies 
observable. The abstract denotat ion of  P is 
_ [ p( .v,) ' )  ~--~x Vy, 
I . r (x ,y )~xAv.  
which tmn~ out to be precise since .~- , ,  [[P]] = ~tf(JT~P~]). Note that, if we choose to 
represent groundness dependencies using the domain ~?, .T ,  which does not contain 
disjuvctive formulas (and whose corresponding observable is not approximate),  we 
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r (X ,  ~) : -  p (X ,Y ) ,  q (X ,Y ) .  
p (a ,Y ) .  
p (X ,b ) .  
q (X ,X) .  
Fig. 3. The program of Examples 9. 44 and 50. 
wou ld  obta in  a less precise abst ract  semant ics,  where  the semant ics  ofp(x,y)  would  
be true and the semant ics  o f  r(x,y) would  be x ~ ),. 
3.4.2. The depth(k) observable 
We show now how to approx imate  an infinite set o f  computed  answers  by means  
o f  a depth(k) cut, i.e., by cutt ing terms which have a depth  greater  than  k. Terms are 
cut by replac ing each sub- term rooted at depth  k with a new var iab le  taken f rom a set 
I? (disjoint f rom V). A depth(k) term represents all the terms obta ined  by instant iat -  
ing the var iab les  o f  f" with terms built over  V. 
F irst  o f  all we have to define the abst ract ion  t& as the depth(k) reduct ion o f  the 
concrete term t. We can extend kk to solved fo rm equat ion  sets to obta in  abst ract  for- 
mulas  as fol lows. Ekk := {x = t& ] x = t E E}. We assume that,  fo l  any  equat ion  in E, 
any  cut is per fo rmed by using dist inct var iables o f  It'. We denote  by IF,~ the set o f  
solved form equat ion  sets with depth(k) terms and el iminable var iables in V. 
The depth(k) observab le  r~ : E ~ IF~.~. is 
,:~(e,) :=  {E~ I E c e,}. 
In the fo l lowing we assume that,  for  any express ion .T~; .T ' ,  we rename var iables in 
V and I? with var iables still in F and  V respectively. Fur thermore  we cons ider  only 
solved fo rms with e l iminable var iables in V. Under  these assumpt ions ,  by app ly ing  
the definit ion, the abst ract  operators  turn out to be 
JZ" 
= = 
r~ is an approx im:~e observable .  The abst ract  immediate  consequence operator  
:~',, [[P]] is 
{-.~ I , "  = p( - , : )  - E , . .4 ,  . . . . .  ~,, 
is a renamed c,ause o f  P, z -- rat(c), for  i E [i, n] , ) ' i  -~- t~cll'(.4i), 
= (({E'}~,, o,., .J,'~,(A,) o.~._~ ....~.~..¢,,(.~,,))~,01.,}. 
Example  1O. Cons ider  the prograna / '  o f  Fig. 4 and  the depth(2) observable.  The 
abst ract  denotat ion  o f  P is 
= , . (x)  - = / ( . .=)} .  
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r(X). 
rCf(X)) :- r(X). 
Fig. 4. The program of  Example 10. 
4. Abstract diagnos~ 
In the fol lowing,  the observable  ~ will a lways be assumed to be at least approx i -  
mate,  since we know that for these observab les  the actual  and  the intended behav iors  
for all the goals o f  a p rogram are mf iquely determined  by the behav iors  for pure 
a tomic  goals. The fo l lowing Def in i t ion 11 extends to abstract  d iagnos is  the defiz~i- 
t ions given in Refs. [43,28,35] for d~clarat ive d iagnosis ,  in  the fo l lowing :~ is the 
specif icat ion o f  the in tended behav ior  o f  a p rogram for pure a toms w.r.t, the nbserv-  
able ~t. 
Definit ion 11. Let P be a program and 2 be an observable.  
!. P is part ia l ly  correct w . r . t . . /  i f  ~t(.~P]]) ~< ./~. 
2. P is complete  w. r . t . . /  i f  ¢ <~ :t(.~~P~,. 
3. P is total ly  correct w . r . t . . / ,  i f  :~(.F~P~) = .¢~. 
It is worth not ing  that the above def in i t ion is given in terms o f  the abstr~,.ction o f  
the concrete semant ics  ~(.~n-P]]) and nt, t in terms of  the (possib ly less precise) ab- 
stract semant ics  .~-~I[P~. Th is  me:,.,~s that .¢~ is the a bst,,~ction o f  the intended t;on- 
crete semant ics  o f  P. In other  words,  the specif ier can only  reason in terms o f  the 
propert ies o f  the expected concrete semant ics  wi thout  being concerned with {approx- 
imate)  abstract  computat ions .  
Note  also that  our  not ion o f  total correctness does not concern terminat ion.  We 
cannot  address  te rminat ion  issues here, since the concrete semant ics  we use is too ab-  
stract. 
I f  P is not total ly correct,  we are left with the prob lem o f  determin ing  the errors, 
which are related to the s i 'mptoms.  Symptoms are  ~-eh 'ments ,  accord ing to the fol- 
lowint, def init ion.  
Definit ion 12. An  &-e lement  r is an &- in terpretat ion  def ined for a pure a tom A only  
(and is otherwise undef ined).  Fur thermore  if the images of  the e lements  o f  A (which 
are funct ions)  are st ructured as a set, then 0-(,4) must  also be a sin$1eton. 
By abuse  o f  notat ion,  in the fo l lowing .4 ~ {E} will be denoted s imply by A ~-~ E. 
Definit ion 13. Let P be a program and :t be an observable.  Then  
1. An  incorrectness symptom is an ~-e lement  r such that tr <~ ~t(.~[[P]]) and tr ;~ ./~. 
2. An  incompleteness  ymptom is an A-e lement  r such that tr <~ . /and  tr g~ ~t(.~[[P]]). 
Note  that a total ly correct p rogram has no incorrectness and  no incompleteness  
symptoms.  Our  incompleteness  ymptoms are related to the insuff ic iency symptoms 
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c l :  q(X)  : -  p (X) .  
c2 : p (a ) .  
Fig. 5. -I'be program of Examples 14 and 17. 
in Re['. [28], which are def ined by tak ing  gfp  .~,P~ instead o f -~P]  -- I fp  .~,~P~ as 
program semantics.  The two definit ions, even if different, turn  out  to be the same 
for  the class o f  acceptab le  programs (see Section 5.1 ). Fer rand 's  choice is mot ivated  
by the fact that  g/jo .#[[P]] is related to finite failures. The approach  o f  using two dif- 
ferent semant ics  for reason ing  about  incorrectness and incompleteness  has been pur -  
sued in Ref. [29], leading to an elegant un i fo rm (yet non-effective) character i zat ion  o f  
correctness and completeness.  
It is s t ra ight fo rward  to realize that  an A-e lement  may somet imes  be an incorrect-  
ness or  incompleteness symptom,  just  because o f  another  symptom.  
Example  14. Cons ider  the program P o f  Fig. 5. the fo l lowing specif icat ion and  
abst ract  semant ics  o f  P. respectively, w.r.: ,  the computed  answer  observable.  
.¢ := J" p(x)  ~ O. 
I, q(x) ~ O. 
S p(x)~ {x = ,,}. 
"t q(x) ~ b~ = a}. 
Hence or, :=  p(x) ~-~ {x = a} and  tr, := q(x) ~ {x = a} are both incorrectness sy.,.,:p- 
toms but tr, is just  a consequence  o f  at- 
Cons ider  now. the specif icat ion ..¢' := q(x) ,-- {x -= a}. There  exists only an incor- 
rectness ymptom,  i.e.. tr :~ p(x) ~-, {x --- a}. I f  we fix ti~is bug (by remov ing  the sec- 
ond  clause), we get an incompleteness  symptom,  since for the modif ied program Q, 
..~[[Q]~(q(x)) ---- 13. 
The diagnosis determines  the " 'basic"  symptoms and,  in the case o f  incorrectness,  
the relevant c lause in the program.  This is captured  by the def init ions o f  hworrect 
clquse and tutt'over¢'d/~-eh, ment.  which are related to incorrectness and  incomplete-  
nesz symptoms,  respectively. As we will show in the next two subsect ions,  incorrect 
c lauses .and uncovered A-e lements  can equiva lent ly  be character ized in a bot tom-up 
and  top-down way.  
4.1. Bottom-up diagnosis 
The bot tom-up d iagnosis  is based on the appl icat ion o f  the abstract immediate 
t'onseqt~, nce operator .~,~[P]. 
Definition 15. Let P be a program.  I f  there exists an A-e lement  ~ such that tr ~ ./~ 
and  tr <~ .~[[{c}]( .q~).  7 then the clause c E P is incorrect on tr. 
7 Note that .g~{ c}~ is the operator associated to the program {c}. consisting of the clause c ,)nl). 
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In formal ly ,  c is incorrect on a, i f  it derives a wrong A-e lement  f rom the intended 
semantics.  
Definition 16. Let P be a program. An A-e lement  a is uncovered i f  a ~< ,i~ and 
o- :~ .~= [[P~ ( .~) .  
In formal ly ,  o- is uncovered if  there are no clauses der iv ing it f rom the intended se- 
mantics.  
Example 17. Cons ider  (again) the program o f  Fig. 5 w.r.t, the observable computed  
answers and the specif ication ..9" o f  Example  14. It shows that ¢rj := p(x) ~ {x = a} 
and a2 := q(x) ~-, {x = a} are both incorrectness ymptoms (even if a2 is just a 
consequence o f  al) .  By app ly ing Def in i t ion 15 we obta in  
.~[[-{cl}]](.F)-- q(x) ~-~ ~, ,~[[{e2}~(,g') :p (x )  ~ {.v ----- a}. 
Hence we detect one bug only, i.e., that the clause e2  is incorrect on at. 
Cons ider  now the specif ication J '  o f  Example  14. It shows one incorrectness 
symptom only, i.e., a := p(x) ~ {x = a}. By app ly ing  Def in i t ions 15 and 16 we find 
out that the clause e2  is incorrect on tr and,  in addit ion,  that a' := q[x) ~-~ {x = a} is 
uncovered. Th is  is exactly what  we would obta in  once we fix the incorrectness bug. 
Note  that (since ,~/'~< ,~P~)  the program is complete  (i.e., there are no incom- 
pleteness ymptoms)  even i f  there is an uncovered A-element.  
It is worth not ing that checking the condi t ions of  Def in i t ions 15 and 16 requires 
one appl icat ion o f  ;~P~ to .~'~, while the detect ion o f  symptoms (Def init ion 13) 
would require the construct ion o f  :~(.~[P]]) and therefore a f ixpoint computat ion .  
The above examples  uggest that bugs might  be captured by incorrect clauses aud 
uncovered A-e lements  much better than by symptoms.  This  will be formal ly  proved 
in Sections 5 and 7 for complete and approx imate  observables  separately.  However,  
we will now first look at an alternat ive character izat ion o f incorrect clauses and un- 
covered A-elements.  
4.2. Top-down diagnosis 
The "bot tom-up '"  d iagnosis  is based on Def in i t ions !5 and 16 and requires the ap- 
pl icat ion o f  .~[P-~ to the specif ication ,f~. In the top-down diagnosis,  ~=~ can more  
natura l ly  be viewed as an abstract oracle, i.e., it can be implemented  by query ing the 
user. Several oracles have been used in declarat ive debugging (see the discussion in 
Ref. [39]). The  abstract  oracle imp lementat ion  o f ,t~ can be modeled as a funct ion 
which,  whenever appl ied to a pure a tom (the query to the user), returns the abstrac- 
t ion o f  the set o f  all the intended computed  answers. 
Once we have the oracle, we can define tile abstract oracle s#nulation, fo l lowing 
[43]. The oracle s imulat ion  al lows us to express in a compact  way new top-down di- 
agnosis  condit ions.  The oracle s imulat ion per forms one step o f  abstract  goal rewrit- 
ing by using the program clauses and then gets the abstract  answers for the result ing 
abstract  goal f rom the oracle. 
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Definition 18. Let P be a program. Then the abstract oracle simulation of P is 
~!:.~P]] :=,;.p(x). 0{D ~p(x) ~ ,  D', A t , . . . ,  A,,, c is a renamed clause of  P, 
z = ear(c), tbr i ~ [1,n], y~ = ear(At), 
O = ' ~: - - - (=({E})~->c.',,,.:..,(A,)"~. z ~.:),,,,:~,(A,,)IT=). 
The following two theorems justify the top-down diagnosis. 
Theorem 19. Let ~ be either a complete or at: approximate observable. A clause c E P is 
incorrect on the ~-e lement  ~r i f  and only ~t'a ~ ~"5/~{c}~ and ¢r~ ./~. 
Proof. Let p(x)  be the (only) goal on which tr is defined ant~ ~: be a clause. Then, by 
Definition ~ 8, 
C::x~{c}~(p(x))  =il o I ?(.,-) ..... A,,. 
~.r  • - 
c' = p(x)  *--- E. A t . . . . .  A,  is a renamed version of c, 
z = ear(c'), for i E [l,n], y, = ear(A,), 
= . . . .  D 
Foe any complete and approximate observable (:z( { 0})~=( {E}) ),~,D' = :~( { E}),~LY 
and (ce({O})~D')[ x = D[ x. 
# [[{c}~(.¢=)(p(x)) (:::/~=[[{c}n(p(x)) and there- Hence. by definition o f ,  =~- ]], ,~'~ = 
tore o<~ e::t '~{c}~  a~,#~{c}~( . /~) .  [] 
Note that the proof of Theorem 19 is clearly based on the properties of our se- 
mantics, which relate fixpoint bottom-up computations to top-down refutations 
for pure atomic goals. By similar arguments we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 20. An /~-element ~r L~ uncovered ( (and  only i f  ¢r <~ J= and ¢r ~ (5,~ ~P~.  
The top-down diagnosis definitions are particularly important, since they can natu- 
rally be implemented by meta-interpreters. Showing our recta-interpreters, which are 
parametric w.r.t, the observable, is out the scope of this paper. They are described in 
Re(. [12] and the sources can be retrieved at Re(. [1 1]. For our purposes, it is enough 
to say that the meta-interpreters are parametric w.r.t, the observable, whose opera- 
tions have to be specilied in a suitable module. Apart from being generic, they are 
very similar to those described in the most relevant papers on declarative diagnosis 
(see Re(. [39] for a comprehensive description). The main difference is that they do 
not need to start from symptoms. In fact, as expected from the definitions in Sec- 
tion 4.2, the oracle simulation just needs to be applied to finitely many pure atomic 
goals. If the oracle returns finitely many answers to each query (i.e., if ./~ is finite), 
the recta-interpreters systematically derive all the incorrect clauses and uncovered A- 
elements. 
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4.3. Towards the di~tgnosis theorems 
We have now a diagnosis method (detection o7 incorrect clauses and uncovered 
A-elements), which can equivalently be implemented in a bottom-up and in a top- 
down way. We ar.. left with the problem of  formally establishing the properties of  
the diagnosis method, i.e., of  proving which is the relation between incorrect clauses 
and uncovered A-elements on one side, and correctness and completeness, on the 
other side. 
It is worth noting that correctness and completeness are defined in terms of 
=(.T~P~), i.e., in terms of abstraction of the concrete semantics. On the other hand, 
incorrect clauses and uncovered A-elements are defined directly in terms of abstract 
computat ions (the abstract immediate consequence operator .~,~P~] in the bottom-up 
characterization and the abstract oracle simulation in the top-down characteriza- 
tion). The issut: - of  the precision of the abstract semantics becomes therefore relevant 
in establishir~g the relation between the two concepts. This is why the results for com- 
plete and approximate observables are different and will be show~n separately. In par- 
ticular, we have weaker results for approximate observables, because of the 
approximation of abstract computations. 
We will first consider the case of complete observables in Section 5. We will later 
consider approximate observables in Section 7. 
5. Abstract diagnosis w.r.t, complete observables 
First of  all. we would like to recall that computed answers, correct answers and 
ground correct answers are all complete observables. Hence, the results of this sec- 
tion apply to the diagnosis w.r.t, computed answers [i 8] and to the declarative diag- 
noses in Refs. [43,28]. 
In this section ~ will always denote a complete observable and P a program. 
The first theorem shows the relation between partial correctness (Point ! of  Def- 
inition i !) and absence of incorrect clauses (Definition 15). 
Theorem 21. I f  there are no in('orre('t clauses in P, then P is part ial ly ('orreet w.r.t. ~. 
The ('.,_~p.t,er~e does not hoM. 
Proof. By hypothesis, Vc E P..¢~[[{,'} I~(.~¢~) <~ .;¢~. Hence .¢~[P~(.Jx) ~< .~¢~, i.e.,-¢~, is 
a pre-fixpoint of .~*~[[P~. Since x(.~P~]) = .~P~]  = /j~o .~[[P~I (see Section 3.2.1), 
by Tar~ki's theorem x(.T[[P~) ~< .g'~. 
Conversely, let P = {p(s(x),  x) ~-- r(x. x). }, ~b be the complete observable "'correct 
answers" (Section 3.3.1) and .¢~,, be the specification 
p(x .y )  ~ 0 
"¢*:= r(x,y)~-.{x=0,y=0}. 
P is partially correct w.r.t..~'0 since ~b(.~P~)(p(x.3,)  ) = ~(.~-~.P]])(,'(x,y)) = ~ ~< .~r~,. 
However, the only clause in P ~,s incorrect on the A-element a =p(x,y) , - -+ 
{x=s(O) ,y=O},  since ¢r~<.~,[[P~[(.J~,) and ¢r~.~¢~. [] 
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Note that the second part of Theorem 21 asserts that there might be incorrect 
clauses even if there are no incorrectness symptoms. In other words, if we just look 
at the semantics ~ f the program, some incorrectness bugs can be "'hidden" (because 
of an incompleteness bug). However, if there are no incompleteness bugs, all 
the incorrect clauses identify incorrectness symptoms, as shown by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 22. Let P be complete w.r.t. ,/~. I f  there exists an incorrect clau.ve in P on the 
l~-element or, then ¢r is an incortx, ctness symptom (and therefore P is not partially 
correct). 
Proof. By completeness of P and Theorem 6, .:~ ~< x( .~[[P~)~-~[[e]] .  Then, by 
monotonicity of .~'~.~P~, .~'~P~(./~)<<, #~P] ( .~P~)= .~P~.  Thus, a ~ .Jcx and 
a<~.#~{r:}~(~/~) implies a~J¢~ and a<<_.~-~P~ = ~( .~P~) .  [] 
As in the case of declarative diagnosis, handling completeness turns out to be 
more complex, since some incompletenesses cannot be detected by comparing ,a'x 
and .~P]](~-~'~). The following example shows that we cannot base the diagnosis 
of incompleteness on the detection of uncovered A-elements. 
Example 23. Consider the program P --- {p :- p} and the specification . /=  p ~, 
w.r.t, the computed answer observable. Then .~P]] ( . /)  = . / ,  while .~ ~P]] =2p(x). 0. 
Hence 
1. there are no uncovered /~-elements in P, 
2. P is not complete w.r.t. . /  (i.e., there exists an incompleteness ymptom). 
The problem shown by the above example is that ./ is a fixpoint of .#[P~ differ- 
ent from the least fixpoint. The following theorem shows that the diagnosis of  in- 
completeness can be based on Definition 16, if the operator ,#~P]  has a unique 
fixpoint. 
Theorem 24. Assmne .#x~P~ has a unique ./ixpoint. I f  there are no uncovered A-  
elements, then P is complete w.r.t. .:~. The convert: does not hold. 
Proof.  Absence of uncovered A-elements implies .:~ <. : ,~P~( . /~) .  Hence, ,:~ is a 
post-fixpoint of =#~P] and, by Tarski 's theorem, .F~<~gfp[.#~P~). Since, by 
Theorem 6, 0t( ,~~P~)=.~,~P~ = l / ' p .~P~ and, by hypothesis, ~/ 'p ( .~ lP~)= 
lfp(.~#x~P]), the program P is complete. 
The converse does not hold, as shown by Example i 7. [_7 
Note that, if~[[P]] has a unique fixpoint, Ifp .#~P~ = g/'p ,~P!J. Hence, under this 
hypothesis, our incompleteness ymptoms are exactly the insufficier~cy symptoms in 
Ref. [28]. 
Note that the second part of Theorem 24 asserts thai there might be uncovered A- 
elements even if there are no incompleteness ymptoms. This is essentially due to the 
fact that, if we ,just look at the semantics of the program, some incompleteness bugs 
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can be "hidden",  because of an incorrectness bug (note the symmetry w.r.t, the case 
of incorrectness diagnosis). However, if there are no incorrectness bugs, all the un- 
covered A-elements identify incompleteness symptoms. In such a case, uncovered 
A-elements are meaningful, as shown by the following theorem. 
Theorem 25. Let P be part ial ly correct w. r  t. .f~. I f  there exists an uncorered A -  
element r. then a is an incompleteness ymptom (and therejbre P is not complete). 
Proof. By Theorem 6 and partial correctness of  P, .~P~ = :~(.~P~)~<_¢:,. By 
monotonicity o f .~P~,  ~(.~[[P]]) = . ?~P~( .~F~)~<,~: ,~P~( .~'~) .  Tl;us, a<~ .,¢~ and 
tr ~ .~[ [P~( .~)  implies a ~< .9"~ and a ~ ~(.~,7~p~). [] 
By combining Theorems 21 and 24, we can characterize total correctness, as 
shown by the following corollary. 
Corollary 26. Assume .~P~ has a unique.[i.vpoint. Then P is total ly correct w.r.t. .¢:~, 
( fa ta l  only i[" there arc' no incorre~'t clauses and no uncocered &-elements. 
5.1. Acceptable programs 
The requirement on .~[[P]] in the hypotheses of  Theorem 24 seems to be very 
strong. However, this property holds for a large class of  programs, i.e., for acceptable 
programs as defined in Ref. [4]. Acceptable programs are the iel't-termimuing pro- 
grams, i.e.,those programs for which the SLD-derivations of  ground goals (via the 
leflmost selection rule) are finite. 
Definition 27 [4]. Let P be a program and Bp be its Herbrand base. A level mapping 
for P is a function I • I : Bp --, ~1 (from ground atoms to natural numbers). Let [ - [ be 
a level mapping3 for P and .~¢ be a (not necessarily Herbrand) model of P. P is 
acceptable w.r.,,  ]. ] and ,g, if for every clause A *--- BI . . . .  ,B,, in Ground (P) the 
following implication holds, for i E [l, hi: 
i - - |  
"~ t= A B, ~ IAI > la, I. 
k=l 
Most interesting programs are acceptable (all the pure PROLOG programs in 
Ref. [44] are reported in Ref. [4] to be acceptable). The same propert2~ holds for 
the wrong versions of  acceptable programs provided that the errors d~ not affect 
the left-termination property. One relevant technical property of acceptable pro- 
grams is that the ground immediate consequence operator has a unique fixpoint 
[4]. In the following we show tha~ the same property holds for all the immediate 
consequence operators .#~!~P][, corresponding to complete ob~rvables.  Before giv- 
ing the lbrmal proof  of  the theorem, some additional definitions and lemmata 
are needed. 
We need to extend the level mapping definition to the domain of  interpretations 0c
of  our collecting semantics. 
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Def in i t ion 28. A norm for  a program P on  fl.z is a funct ion  [] • l[ : ~c --~ N such that .  
for  every  n. the  set {C E ~c I [lOll - n}  is f inite. A program P is Lc-acceptable .  i f  there  
exists a norm such that .  for  every  c ~ P and  all f inite 8 j¢ ~ ~c. 
tl,~T{c}~](-~)ll > il ¢1t. 
Lemma 29. Every acceptable progtxtm P is fie-acceptable. 
Proof .  We just  need to def ine I lCll :=  max{ l{E}-  BI* I E ~ C(B)} ,  w:.~erc: for  any  B'  
and  X such that  e l im(X)  c var(B') ,  IX, B'I ~ is def ined as  min{iB '91 : J is a so lu t ion  
o f , ' (}  and  [ - I is the  level mapp ing  o f  P (Def in i t ion  27). []  
Note  that  the norm II • II for  P is obta ined  by the level mapp ing  I " l- We will use 
impl ic i t ly  this der ived  norm in the fo l lowing.  For  any  complete  observab le  ~ and 
fo r  each  n we can  def ine a " 'p ro jec t ion"  funct ion  n~- - :~ o n,, o ;,. where  n, (C)= 
~{c '  _E c I l lc'l l  - ,,}. The funct ions  n,~ are  prec ise if  :z is a complete  observab le .  
Lemma 30. Let P be an ~c-acceptahle program. Then 
Proof .  For  every  n. every  J and  for  all m/> n, the  f imct ions  (re,, o .~P~ o n , , ) ( . / )  are  
undef ined ,  because  [I.~'~P~(-¢)[I > II sell by hypothes is .  Thus  n,, o .#~P.~ --- rt,, o .#~P~o 
Y~.;<,, rci. Then  (by prec is ion  o f  n~). ibr  every  :~. 
[ "1"1 
----- :~ o re,, o .#~P~ o 7 
= :x o ~:,, o 70  :~ o .eEt '~  o 7°  :~ o ~( ,~,  o ,,) 
i<n  
, ;<n  
i<tt  
which  is the  c la im.  [ ]  
Theorem 31. Let  P be an Uc-acceptable prep(ram. Then/ / 'p  .#~P~ is the uniqu, f ixpo int  
o/,~P~. 
s .~ is finite if its support and image are finite. 
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Proof .  Clearly lfp/~:,[[P]] is a fixpoint. Now assume that ~d" and ~ are fixpoints. We 
prove (by ~nduction on n) that Vn. 7r,,(.~) = 7r~(:~). Hence 
(n  ~- o)  n~,(.~) = (~,  o :~1[,%~)(:~) = (~,  o .~[ [P l l ) ( - c~)  = (n,~ o ~,~[ [e~) ( r )  = ~,  ( r ) .  
(n i> 0) By inductive hypothesis,  Vi < n. ~tT(Jtr ) ----- 7t~'(.~). Then,  by Lemma 30, 
n, , ( . t )  = (n,, o 
= (~,~, o .~P] ] ) (~v)  
= ~,~(¢~'). [ ]  
Note that this result applies to declarative diagnosis as well, since the least Herbrand 
model  and the c-semantics are based on observables which are complete. 
Example 32. The example is intended to show the relatio~i among the various 
concepts involved in the diagnosis. Consider  the acceptab',= ~rogram P o f  Fig. 6 
(which is an " 'ancestor" program with a wrong clause and n-%sing database tuples) 
and the fol lowing intended interpretat ion w.r.t, the computed answer ob,,.:er~,able. 
Since 
j ,  
ancestor(x ,y)  ~-, ~ {x = terach,y  = abraham},  
{x = terach,y  = isaac}, 
,. {x---- abraham,y  = isaac)} ,  
parent(x ,y)  ~-~ ( (x  = terach ,y  -- abraham,  
{x = abraham,y  = isaac} }. 
, :~P~( . / )  = ancestor(x,y)  ~-, ({x  = abraham,y  = terach}, 
{x = terach,y  = isaac}, 
{x = isaac, v -~ abraham} , 
the diagnosis delivers the |o l lowing result. The clause e2 is incorrect on 
I. ancester(x,y)  ~-, {x = abraham,  y =: terach} and 
2. ancestor(x,y)  ~-, {x = isaac, y= abraham}.  
Fur thermore  the fol lowing ¢~-elements are uncovered. ~ 
l. parent(x ,y)  ~-* {x = terach, y = abraham},  
2. parent(x ,y)  ~ {x = abraham,  y --- isaac}, -~ 
3. ancestor(x,y)  ~ {x = terach, y = abraham} and 
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c1: ancestor (X ,Y )  : -  parent (Z ,Y ) ,  ancestor (X ,Z) .  
c2: ancestor (X ,Y )  : -  parent (Y ,X) .  
Fig. 6. The wrong acceptable program of Example 32. 
4. ancestor(~:,y) ~-, {x = abraham, y = isaac}. 
Note that .g:~P]]----,;.p(.,c). q). Hence there are no incorrectness symptoms, even if 
there is an incorrect clause. Note also that the ~-element ancestor(x.y)~-~ 
{x = terach, y = isaac} is not u~covered, even if it is an incomplc~;,ness ymptom. 
5.2. Discussion on complete observables 
It is worth noting that the above diagnosis is not effective, unless the specification 
of the intended behavior is finite. In fact, if this is not the case, the bottom-up diag- 
nosis is unfeasible, since .q, is infinite, while the top-down diagnosis is unfeasible, 
since the oracle may return infinite answers to some queries. Hence the results on 
complete observables have no practical interest. However, they are the theoretical 
foundation of the effective diagnosis methods, which will be discussed in Sections 6 
and 7. In order to tackle the effectivity problem, ave need to be able to handle finite 
specifications. There exist three p~ssible solutions. 
Assertions. A specification can intentionally be defined by assertions, in the style 
of  program verification as first suggested by Ref. [25]. We will not consider assertions 
in this paper. Let us just mention that the results in Re['. [33] can provide the basis for 
extending diagnosis to assertions. 
Partial specifications. A specification is a finite subset .~r* of tile intended seman- 
tics, plus a finite subset .;¢- of  the complement of the intended semantics. The result- 
ing diagnosis technique (partial diagnosis) is discussed in Section 6 and can be 
viewed as a formalization of  sy~laptom-based declarative debuggers. Just think of  
J÷  as the union of  the {finite) set of  incompleteness ymptoms and the (finite) set 
of  ~'positive'" answers of the oracle. And think of  ,~'~ as the union of  the (finite) 
set of incorrectness ymptoms and the (finite) set of "'negative" answers of the oracle. 
Approximate obs¢,rcables. A specification is simply an abstraction of  the intended 
semantics. If the abstraction corresponds to an approximate observable, the specifi- 
cation is finite and the diagnosis method is effectice. The diagnosis w.r.t, approxi- 
mate observables, described in Section 7, will al(ow us to handle program 
properties uch as modes, types, depth(k) approximations and groundness dependen- 
cies, which can indeed be handled by approximate observables. 
It ~s worth noting that the intended semantics is approximated by a subset in par- 
tial diagnosis, while it is approximated by a superset (the concretization of  the ab- 
stract specification) in diagnosis w.r.t, approximate observables. This will be 
reflected by the diagnosis theorems of Sections 6 and 7. 
6. Partial diagnosis 
In this section we propose one solution to the effectiveness problem, by approxi- 
mating the intended behavior of  a program (w.r.t. a complete observable) by a 
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(finite) partial specification. Given a complete observable ~t, the specification of the 
intended behavior .J¢~ is approximated by a partial specification, which is a pair 
( J +, o¢'~- ), where 
e J+  is the (positive) partial specification of  the intended behavior of  P w.r.t, x (all 
the A-elements in J~  should be computed by P), 
e .j¢~- is the (negative) partial specification of the intended behavior of  P w.r.t. 
(none of  the A-elements in .~¢~- should be computod by P). 
The (obvious) condition on ( J+ ,  .Y'~-) is tL ~t J~  fh.t~- =_1_~. 
Definition 33. Let (.,r~, .,a-~-) be a partial specification. A specification .~  is consistent 
with (,~¢~+, .jr~-) if ..¢+ ~< ..¢~ and ,.¢~-I=1..¢~ =_l_z~. 
The idea is that a partial specification (.~'+,.,,¢~,) stands for all possible specifica- 
¢-+ tions-¢~ which are consist,~nt with (, ,,,~¢~-). 
Positive and negative specifications have been used in Ref. [29]. for the correct an- 
swer observable ~,, with the aim of separately modeling the behavior w.r.t, incorrect- 
ness and incompleteness. However, ,f~ and ,¢~ are not partial specifications, rather 
they are specifications of  the (complete) intended l fp(:~o~P~) and of the (complete) 
intended complement of  gfp( .~[P~) .  The derived definitions and results are com- 
pletely different from ours. in particular, the complement of,¢~, is used for complete- 
+ is used for correctness. ness and ,~¢~ 
The following definitions, given in terms of  the ,~P]  operator, generalize the def- 
initions of  incorrect clause and uncovered A-element o the case of  partia! specifica- 
tions. 
Definition 34. Let P be a program. If there exists an A-element r such that a ~< ,f~ 
and tr ~ :~[[{c}~](J+), then the clause c E P is p-incorrect on tr. 
Definition 35. Let P be 'a program. An A-elemert  a is p-uncovered if a <~ .f~+ and 
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of  Definition 34. It asserts 
that p-incorrect clauses are meaningful. 
Lemma 36. I ra  clause c is p- incorrect on tr, then c is incorrect on tr w.r.L any 
spec(fication consistent with ( . f  +, . f  ~- ). 
From the previous len~ma nd Theorem 22 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 37. Let  P be a program and ( .~r~, j~)  be a part ia l  specification w.r.t, a 
complete observable ~. A vsume that P is complete ~: r  t. a specification .f~ conMstent 
with (,J¢~, ,¢-~). I f  a clattse c E P is p- incorrect on tr, then tr is an incorrectness 
symptom. 
It is wor[ti noting that the diagnosis of  partial correctness w.r.t, any specification 
.¢~ consistent with (.¢~*..¢~,-) cannot always be based on the detection of  p-incorrect 
clauses, as shown by the following example. 
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Example 38. Consider the program in Fig. 6 and the computed answer observable. 
Assume that the following partial specification is given 
"~+ : -  / 
t¢ 
ancestor(x,y) ~ ~ {x -: terach,y = abraham},  
{x = terach, y = isaac}, 
-- abraham, y = isaac} }, {x 
1 
parent(x,y) ~ {x =abraham,  y = isaac} 
J -  = ancestor(x,y) ~-+ {{x = abraham,y  = terach}, 
{x = isaac,y = terach}}. 
The clause e2  is incorrect on ~r = ancestor(x,y)~-~{x : abraham,y  = terach} w.r.t. 
the specification given in Example 32 (which is consistent with ( .~  , .S-)) ,  but it is 
not p- incorrect on a. 
Let us consider now the dh~gnosis o f  completeness. The following lemma shows 
that the diagnosis based on the detection of  p-uncovered A-elements restricted to 
the specification J~  is sound. 
Lemma 39. Let  P be a program and ~'+ (, ~, .~)  be its part ia l  specification tt~ r.t. a 
complete observable ~. I f  there are no p-uncot'ered [~-elementv, then no A -e lement  in 
¢+ is uncovered w.r.t, art)' specification 3¢z consistent with ( J+, ,¢~-) .  
Proof. By hypothesis, J~+ ~<;~a~[[PH(.J~). Since .¢+ ~<.¢~, it follows (by ~P~ 
monotonic ity)  that .~  < ~,[[P]](. i~). [] 
As was the case for complete specifications, the diagnosis of  completeness can be 
based on ,¢~[[P]], only if the operator  ~[ [P~ has a unique fixpoint. The following the- 
orem is a direct consequence of  the previous lemma and Theorem 24. 
Theorem 40. Let  P be a program and + ( J~ , J~-)  be its part ia l  .s~pecification w.r.t. 
a comldete observable ~. Assume :#x~P~ has a unique f ixpoint .  I f  there are no p-  
uncorered A-e lements.  then P is complete w.r.t. .¢ +. 
it is worth noting that the existence of  a p-uncovered A-element does not necessar- 
ily mean that there is something missing From the program. As expected, if an A- 
element is uncovered w.r.t, the partial specification, it might be covered w.r.t, a con- 
sistent complete specification. In fact, an A-element in .f~+ might not be in 
;~[P] ] ( J~  ) just because J~  is partial, i.e., ~ canraot be derived by .~P~ because 
some of  the correct premises are missing i rom J~+. This is shown by the following 
example. 
Example 41. Consider the program in Fig. 6 and the following partial specification 
w.r.t, the computed answer observable. 
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t'| ancestor(x,y)  v-~ { {x = terach,y  = abraham},  
{x = terach,y  = isaac}, 
g~ 
m~ 
{x = abraham,y  = isaac} } '  
~a 
parent(x ,y)  ~ {x = terach,y  = abraham} 
J -  = ancestor(x,y)  ~ { {x = abraham,y  = terach}, 
{x -- isaac,), : :  teracb} . 
The A-element a = ancestor(x,y)  ~-~ {x = terach,y  = isaac} is p-uncovered, but it is 
not uncovered w.r.t, the complete specification given in Example 32 (which is consis- 
tent with (.~¢+, J - ) ) .  
Example 4 l  Cons ider  the program P of  Fig. 7, which is a "'reverse" program where 
the clause e4  is wrong,  and the fol lowing partial  specification w.r.t, the computed 
answer observable. 
"f+ ::= rev(x ,y )  ~ {x= [ ] ,y= [ ]} ,{x= [ i~] ,y= [v]} , 
.a" := append(x,y,z) ~ {x = [v],y = z}. 
Since 
{append(x,y,z) ~-~ ,~ {x = [ ],y = :}, {x = [r],y = z.} }, i "  
i .  
,-ev(x,y) ~ [ t{x  = [ 1,~, = []1, {x = [vl,y = [~,]}} 
the diagnosis delivers the fol lowing results: 
1. there are no p-uncovered A-elements, hence the program is complete w.r.t. 
2. the clause c4 is p- incorrect (and then incorrect) on append(x,y.z) 
{x = [v i .y  = z} .  
It is easy to prove that, if the partial  specification is it, deed complete, we obtain ex- 
actly the results or" Section 5. 
6.1. Discussion on partial diagnosis 





rev ( [], [] ). 
rev([X IXs]  ,Ys) :- rev(Xs,Zs) ,  append(Zs,  IX] ,Ys). 
append ( [] . Xs, Xs) . 
append( [X lXs] ,Ys ,Zs )  :- append(Xs,Ys ,Zs) .  
Fig, 7. The wrong reverse program of Example 42. 
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. p-incorrect clauses always correspond to errors, w.r.t, any 3r~ consistent with 
o if there are no p-uncovered A-elements (and if.~=[[P]] has a unique fixpoint) no A- 
element o f  o¢~ + is an incompleteness ymptom.  
The results are weaker than those of  Section 5, because absence o f  p-incorrect 
clauses does not imply partial  correctness and p-uncovered .&-elements do not  nec- 
essarily correspond to incompleteness errors. 
As a lready men~.ioned, these results can l~c: appl ied to practical declarative debug- 
gers, where (some) errors are detected start ing f rom a finite set o f  incorrectness and 
incompleteness ymptoms.  The first result justifies the process o f  determining incor- 
rect clauses from incorrectness symptoms and tells us that incorrect clauses do al- 
ways correspond to errors. Symptom-directed ebuggers are o f  course not  
concerned with the problem of  deciding partial  correctness. 
On the other side, symptom-directed debuggers derive p-uncovered A-element 
start ing from an incompleteness ymptoh:.  Our  negative result on p-uncovered A-el- 
ements zhows that the uncovered A-element does not always correspond to an in- 
completeness erros ~, unless the oracle can return infinite answers. 
7. Abstract diagnosis w.r.t approximate observables, 
We finally turn to the case of  approx imate observables, which can be used both to 
make the diagnosis effective, as in the case o f  depth(k), and for performing the diag- 
nosis w.r.t, abstract properties, such as groundness dependencies. 
Theorem 43. Let :t be an approximate observable. I f  there are tto incorrect clauses in P, 
then P is partial ly correct w.r, t. ~. The converse does not hold. 
Proof. Since g is an approx imate observable, ~(~[[P]])~< ,9~:~[[P]] (by Theorem 8). 
F rom the first part  of  Theorem 21 it follows that, ~f there are no incorrect clauses in 
P, then ,~'~[[P] ~< J~.  Hence P turns out  to be partial ly correct. 
Conversely,  let P = {p(s(x), x) ,-- r (x ,x)}  and consider the fol lowing specification 
and opt imal  abstract semantics, respectively, w.r.t, the ~tr approx imate observable. 
( p(x, y) ~--~ fa lse ,  ~ p(x, y) ~--~ fa lse,  
'~"  :=  r(x,y)  ~ x ^ y ~r (~-~P] l )  = , ' (x ,y )  ~ false.  
Since ~tr(,~[P])<~ ,f ,~, P is part ial ly correct w.r.t. ,f~,. However,  the only clause 
in P is incorrect on the A-element t r - -p (x ,y )  ~ x Ay ,  since a<~.~, r [P ] ( J , r )  and 
o" :~ "f~r- [ ]  
Example 44. Consider the program of  Fig. 3 and the following specification w.r.t, the 
~r observable. 
p(x, y) ~-~ true, 
. f . , .  := q(x, y) ~--~ x *-, y, 
r(x, y) ~-, x *-~ y. 
By applying the 5~,~p~ opg,~ator to ,f~r we have 
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p(x, y)  ~-> x V y,, 
:~,.,.~P~(J~, ) = q(x,y)  ~ x ~ 3, 
r(x, y) ~-~ x ~ y. 
Since .?'~ [[P~(.¢~ ) ~< .~¢:,, there are no incorrect clauses. Then  (by app ly ing  Theorem 
43) P turns out to be part ia l ly  correct w.r . t . . J~r-  
In the case o f  complete  observables.  Theorem 22 tells us that i f  the program is 
complete,  then all the incorrect c lauses do indeed ident i fy  incorrectness bugs. Th is  
result does not ho ld  for approx imate  observables,  because the abstract  immediate  
consequence  operator  is in general  not  precise. This is shown by the fo l lowing 
example .  
Example  45. Cons ider  the program P o f  Fig. 8, the fo l lowing abstract  specif icat ion 
and  abstract  semant ics ,  respectively, w.r.t, the ~r observable.  
s(x, y) ~ y, 
p(x) ~ x, 
. ; r  := q(x) ~ x, 
r(x) ~ fa lse.  
{ s(x,y)  ~--+x vy .  
p(x) ~-~ x, 
.~-~, fP ] ]  = ,1(-,) ~x .  
r (x )  ~ x.  
The abst ract ion  o f  the concrete denotat iona l  semant ics  is 
{ s(x,y) ~ y. 
~(.~IPI) =-" p(x) ~ x, q(x).~x, 
r(x) ~-+.false. 
The abstract  semant ics  is not  precise, i.e., .~-~, [[P]~ ~ ~r ( .~P] ] ) -  The program P turns 
out to be total ly correct w.r.t..¢~,.. However  the c lause c5  turns out to be incorrect 
,~n the d -e lement  r = r(x) ~-+ x, since .¢~,.1{e5}~(.¢~, ) = r(x) ~ x. Th is  is due to the 
approx imat ion  in t roduced by the .~, .~.  ]] operator .  
The  above example  shows that incorrect c lauses are in general  just  a hint about  a 
possib le source o f  errors.  
Once  an incorrect  c lause is detected, one has to check on the abst ract ion  o f  the 
concrete semant ics  i f  there is indeed a bug. Th is  is often the case as shown by the 
fo l lowing example.  
e l :  p ( f (X ) )  : -  q (X) .  
C2: q (a ) .  
c3 :  r (X )  : -  p (8 (X) ) .  
c4 :  s (X ,V)  : -  r (X ) .  
c5: s (X ,a ) .  
Fig. 8. Tile program of Example 45. 
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Example 46. Consider the program P of  Fig. I and the specification "~¢~r := 
sum(x~y,z )  ~-~ x Ay  A z w.r.t, the :~r observable. We expect all the arguments of the 
sum relation to be ground. The abstract denotation of  P is 
~r( ,~P~)  = sum(x ,y ,z )  ~-~ x A y ~ z. 
By applying the .~ ,  [[ • ~ operator to "g~r we have 
~, ,HoZI ] ]C J ' , ,  ) = .~,--(.~, y, : )  ~ i~/ , ) ,  ~ _-. 
• :~,,.~{e2}.~(.f~,.) = sum(x ,y ,z )  ~-~ x Ay  A : .  
The abstract diagnosis hows that e 1 is an incorrect clause and that, therefore, there 
might be a bug, as it is actually the case, since the second and the third argument are 
not necessarily ground. 
The relevant fact, however, is that all the clauses in the program which are actu- 
ally wrong, turn out to be incorrect clauses. This can easily be proved by using the 
following definition of  actua l ly  im'orrect clause. Actually incorrect clauses are defined 
by using the abstraction of the concrete immediate consequence operator. As a con- 
sequence, the relation between actually incorrect clauses and symptoms, is exactly 
the one between incorrect clauses and symptoms for complete observables. Namely, 
actually incorrect clauses always correspond to incorrectness errors. 
Definition 47. Let P be a program, .~" be a concrete specification and .~r be the 
corresponding abstract specification (i.e., ,~¢~ = ~(,J¢)). If  there exists an A-element r 
such that tr ;~ .~'~ and a <~ ~(.~t[{c}~(J)), then the clause c E P is actually incorrect 
on or. 
The following theorem simws that if the program has an actually incorrect clause 
it is also an h~eorrect clause. 
Theorem 48. A~O, actual ly  incotwect c lause is an incorrect clause. 
Proof. Since ,~<7(.¢~) and by Point 4 of  Theorem 8, ~(.~'~[{c}~(.~))~< 
~(.~[[{c}]](7(J~))) ~<.~[[{c}]](J~). Now, if c is actually incorrect on ~- (i.e., tr;~ 
.J¢~ and tr~<~(.~[[{c}]](J))), then c is incorrect on tr (since tr;~-J~ and tr~< 
In the case of  approximate observables we can no longer base the d~agnosis of in- 
completeness on the detection of  uncovered A-elements. In fact the absence of  un- 
covered A-elements, even under the unique fixpoint assumption, does not imply 
program completeness. Incompleteness bugs might be hidden by the approximation 
of  the abstract semantics. 
Uncovered A-elements within a partially correct program are instead meaningful 
even in the case of approximate observables, as shown by the following theorem. 
Theorem 49. Let  ~ be an approx imate  o&vervable and  P be part ia l ly  correct  w.r . t .  .~r . I f  
there ex ists  an uncovered A -e lement  ¢r, then ~ is an incompleteness  jvnptom (and 
thereJbre P is not  comp&t¢: ) 
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Proof. Since ~t is approximate,  by Theorem 8 ,~[[P~ is just an approx imat ion of  
• ~ o ,~a~p~ o 7, i .e. ,  .~x[[P]~ /> 0e o ,~[P] I  o 7- Hence ,  :#~P~ ooe >t ~ o .#~P]] o 70  x. But 
(since id E ~ZT) ~z o .#[[P~ o 7o  ~z >t o~ o ;~[[P] and then 
Hence, 
~z(,~[[P]]) = [smce .~-~P]] is a fixpoint] 
~(,~[[P~(.~[[P]])) <~ [by Eq. (2)] 
.~P] ] (~z( .~ '~P~))  <~ [by monotonic i ty  of  ,~[[P]] and by partial 
correctness of  P] 
.~P~(J~). 
Now, if a is an uncovered A-element (i.e., a~<,g', and a~,#,~P~( J~) ) ,  then 
a ~ ~( ,~P~) ,  i.e., it is aa incompleteness ymptom.  [] 
Example 50. Consider the program of  Fig. 3 and the intended specification of  
Example 44 w.r.t, the =~r observable. "lhe program P turns out to the partial ly 
correct. The incompleteness diagnosis delivers the fol lowing results. 
!. The &-element a~ = p(x ,y )  ~ true is uncovered and therefore it is an incomplete- 
ness symptom.  
2. The &-element a_, = r (x ,y )  ~ x ~ y is also incompleteness ymptom but it is not 
uncovered. 
We will now show an example of  how the diagnosis w.r.t, depth(k )  answers can be 
used to approx imate the (unfeasible) diagnosis w.r.t, computed answers. 
Example 51. The program in Fig. 9 is a wrong vcrsion of  an automaton  which 
recognizes the language L = {(ah) n I n >, 0} U {(ab) 'a  [ n t> 0}. Let us consider the 
fol lowing specification w.r.t, the depth(2)  answer observable (z.-, see Section 3.4.2) 
{ accept(X)~--~ ({X = []}, {X = [a]}, {X = [a,/~IX']}}, 
,t,_, := ace(X) ~ {X = [ ]}, {X = [h]}, {X = [b, &IX]} }. 
By applying the .~,, ~[P~ operator  we find r,,ut that P is partial ly correct and that the 
A-element acc(x) ~-, {x = []} is uncovered. 
Let us finally note that several interesting abstract  program properties, such as 
modes and various not ions of  types (including po lymorphic  types) can be handled 
by approx imate observables. 
c1 :  accept ( [a lXs ] )  : -  acc(Xs). 
c2 : acc  ( [b  I Xs ]  ) : - accept  (Xs ) .  
c3 : accept  ( [ ]  ) .  
Fig. 9. The program of Example 51. 
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7.1. D iscuss ion on approx imate  observables 
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The diagnosis w,r.t, approximate observables i abvays effective, because the ab- 
stract specification is finite. As expected, the results are weaker than those of  com- 
plete observables, just because of approximation. Namely. 
e absence of incorrect clauses implies partial correctness, 
e every incorrectness error is identified by an incorrect clause: however an incorrect 
clause does not always correspond to a bug, 
• uncovered A-elements always correspond to incompleteness bugs. 
e there exists no sufficient condition for completeness. 
The results, even if weaker, are useful and comparable to those obtained by verifica- 
tion techniques (see, for example, Refs. [3,2]). In fact, it we consider the case where 
specifications consist of  post-conditions onIy, both abstract diagnosis and verifica- 
tion provide a su.[fici¢,ttt coml i t ion ,[br par t ia l  correctness,  which is well-assertedrtess 
in the case of  verification and absence of incorrect clauses in abstract tiagnosis. 
For  both techniques there is no sufficient condition for completeness. In order to ver- 
ify completeness, we have to rely on a fixpoint (the model of a transformed program 
or the abstraction of  the concrete semantics), which, in general, cannot be computed 
in a finite number of steps. As expected, abstract diagnosis {whose aim is locat~n3 
bugs rather than just proving correctness) gives us also information weful for debug- 
ging, by means of  incorrect clauses and uncovered A-elements. 
Let us finally note that approximate observables can have all the properties ofcom- 
pete observables, for suitable classes of programs. A characterization f these classes 
of  programs, would make the stronger esults for complete observables applicable (in 
an effective way). Namely, we would obtain, a sufficient condition for completeness 
and all the incorrect clauses would indeed correspond to incorrectness bugs. 
As already mentioned, the approximation given by approximate observables is 
somewhat dual of the one given by partial diagnosis. This is reflected by the duality 
of  the results. In fact, in partial diagnosis we have a sufficient condition for complete- 
hess instead of  a sufficient condition for partial correctness. Moreover p-incorrect 
clauses always correspond to bugs, while this is not the case for p-uncovered A-ele- 
ments. 
This suggests that we might improve our results on com, pleteness by taking an un- 
der-approximation as abstraction. Of  course, if we want to preserve the results on 
partial correctness, we need to keep also the standard over-approximation. This 
would lead us to a theory of  abstract diagnosis, where two different abstractions 
are used at the same time. This would in turn require a specification consisting of  
a pair of  abstractions of the intended concrete semantics. This is an interesting idea 
for further research that might build upon the already mentioned ~pproach by Fer- 
rand [29], which works with pairs of specifications. 
8. Modular abstract diagnosis 
In modular abstract diagnosis we art, concerned with programs composed of sep- 
arate modules. The idea is that of performing the diagnosis in a modular way, i.e., 
module by module. Modular analysis is usually based on an OR-composit ional se- 
mantics. For  examp!e, the modular analysis framework in Ret: [lO] is based on 
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the OR-cor , ,pos i t iona l  vers ion o f  the s -semant ics  [8]. Our  concrete semant ics  is not 
OR-compes i t iona |  and this is obv ious ly  true for all its abstract ions.  However ,  we 
can note that  abstract  d iagnos is  does not require to actual ly  compute  the abstract  
semant ics ,  since it is s imply  based on one app l icat ion  o f  the abstract  immediate  con- 
sequence operator  to the specif icat ion. The s -semant ics  inamediate consequence op- 
erator  is known to be OR-compos i t iona l  (see, for example ,  Ref.  [37]). The same 
result ho lds  (by def in i t ion)  for all the abstract  immediate  consequence  operator  cor- 
respond ing  to complete  and  approx imate  observables.  The conc lus ion is that  our  
theory  o f  abstract  d iagnos is  can direct ly be appl ied  to modu lar  d iagnosis ,  as we will 
fo rmal ly  show in the fol lowing. 
We assume a program P to be par t i t ioned into predicate-di, g oint modules  [10], 
such that  each predicate symbo l  is complete ly  def ined by  a single module .  Namely ,  
Definit ion 52. A program par t i t ion ing  Pt . . . .  ,P,, is predicate-d is jo int  i f Vi #j.  
PVedshef(Pi) nPreds'Def(Pj) -- 0, where t~'edsDe/'(P) = {p I p(t)  ~-- a E P}. 
Speci f icat ions .a'l~, . . . ,  .Y"~ are associated to modu les  ,°1 . . . .  , P,,. Since the par i J t ion 
is predicate-dis jo int ,  any  .J¢'~ is undef ined for all the pure a toms with predicate not in 
t~'edsDef(Pi) and then Vi # j. dom(.zci~) n dom(.t j) = 0. It is worth  not ing  that  our  
def in i t ion o f  par t i t ion ing  does not  require a hiermx'hical decomposition, since mutua l  
recurs ion between modif ies is possible. 
The  overal l  speci f icat ion is ~r t-  t] ¢" = .9"!_f A modu le  P~ does not necessar i ly  
need to use all the other  modules .  The operator  use gives those speci f icat ions which 
are relevant o a modu le  P,, i.e., use(P,)= {.ft  I modu le  P, uses (Le., c lause bodies 
conta in)  predicates which are def ined by Pi}. 9 ~ is a basic  modu le  i f  it does not 
use other  modules ,  i.e., i f  ,lse(P~) = 0. 
The  decompos i t ion  into modu les  a l lows us to def ine incorrect  c lauses and  uncov-  
ered A-e lements  in a (more  efficient) modu lar  way. 
Definit ion 53. Let Pt . . . . .  P,, be a program par t i t ion ing  and  c be a c lause in P,., for 
some 1 <~i.<.n.___ I f  there exists an  /~e lement  .-r such that a~J~ and try< 
• ~x[[{c}]](J~uLiuse(P,-)), then the cktuse c E P is m- incorrect  on o. <. is m- incorrect  
on a i f  it derives, f rom the (relevant part o f  the) in tended semant ics ,  an  ~-e lement  
which is not ~n the modu le ' s  in tended semant ics .  
Definit ion 54. Let Pi . . . . .  P,, be a program par t i t ion ing  and  o = p(x) ~-~ D be an A- 
e lement  such that  p ~ PvedsDef(Pi), for some I ~ i ~< n. o is m-uncovered  if  a ~< .,¢i 
and  o" ~ ,#x~Pi~(.a'i,C_lLjuse(Pi)). 
An &-e lement  in the intended semant ics  o f  a modu le  is m-uncovered  i f  there 
are no c lauses in the modu le  der iv ing it f rom the (relevant part  o f  the) in tended 
semant ics.  
'J Note  that  [I u~e(P,)<..;~, ond that  dotn(['l use(P,)) n ,Iom(.~" x) =- 0. Note  a lso  that  
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It is worth noting that, in the above definitions of  m-incorrect clauses and m-un- 
covered A-elements, we compare two denotations which give a meaning only to 
those predicates which are defined inside the module a..d ihat we are only concerned 
with the specifications used by the modvle. 
The following theorems how that the general results on complete and approxi- 
mate observables of  abstract diagnosis do apply to modular abstract diagnosis. 
Theorem 55. Let  P = P, LJ . . .  u P,,. i f  there arc" no m-htcorrect clauses #t an)" modde 
P~, then P is part ial ly correct w.r.t. ~t. 
Proof. By hypothesis, for any i, Vc~Pi., iP~.{c}]](.,C'iU[_]use(Pi))<~J i. Hence 
Vi. ~[[P,]](,::~)~< .~¢~. Now, by definition of  .¢:,[[P]](.¢~), ~[~U~(.¢:~)-<_ t l. ~ = 
J~.  Hence ~ is a pre-fixpoint of  .~#:~P~ and then. since 7(.T~P~)~<.f~P]]  = 
lj)9 :~[P~,  by Tarski's theorem :~(.f[~P~) ~< .f~. [] 
Theorem 56. Let  ~ be a complete obserrabk" atut P = P~ LJ . . .  u P,, be a complete 
program w.r.t. ,P'~. I f  J o t  some i there e.x'i.s'ts tm m-htcorrecl c;~tuse in Pi. then P is not 
part ial ly correct. 
Proof. By completeness of  P and Theorem 6, .J~ ~< ~( -~P~)= ~x~P~. Then, by 
monotonicity of  ,#~1~,  ,#~P~( ,¢~)<~:#~P~( .~P~)= .~P~.  Thus, a ~ J i  and 
a ~ .~/~K{c '}~( ,~x)  = ~#~!i{c}~(.~¢~t-t~.J ttse(~.)) implies rr ~ .u~ and a <~ .~P~ = 
~(,f=~P~), which means that P is not partially correct. 
Theorem 57. Let  P = P l  t3  . . • t_J P,,  be partial ly correct w.r . t .  J~ .  I f  there exist., an m- 
uncovered  A-element.  then P is not comph'te. 
Proof. Let o- ---: p(x)  ~ D with p E t~'edsDef(Pi),  for some l ~ i ~< n. By Theorem 6 
and partial correctness of  P, ~.~[~P]] = ~(.~-~P]])~< .~¢~. By monotonicity of  ~¢~P]], 
(3) 
Now, a.<_..f~ and a ~__ ;~[[P~]](./~)= .~',F[P~(.zr*/Jiluse(P,)) implies (since the other 
modules cannot define predicate p) a.<. ~r~ and a;~ ~[[P]](J~).. Thus a~< .a'~ ~<-¢~ 
and. by Eq. (3). a ~ ~¢(3-[[P~), which means that P is not complete. [] 
"[heorem 58. Let  ~ be a complete observable, P = P, U . . .  LJ P,, be a program and 
assume ~P~ has a tmique f ixpoint.  I f  there are no m-uncovered A -dements ,  the~ P ts 
complete w.r.t. .J¢ ~. 
Proof. Absence of  m-uncovered A-elements imolies k/i. ,ri 
;~#~P,.~(.¢~U~tt.e(P~)). Hence, J~. :#:~P~(. J¢~),  i.e., , t z  is a post-fixpo;.nt of  
.~:,[[P~ and, by Tarski's theorem, ,¢~.g fp( ,~P~) .  Since, by Theorem 6, 
~(d~P~)  = .~P~ = l fp  .#~P~ and, by hypothesis, gfp( . : '~P~)  ---- lfp(.#~.~P~), the 
program P is complete. L--/ 
Example 59. The program in Fig. 10 is a wrong version of  a program verifying 
satisfiability of  boolean formalas (built with or and neg constructors) which has a 
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Module "satisf iable" 
sa t  ( t rue)  . 
sat (or (X ,Y ) )  : -  sa t (X) .  
saZ(neg(X) )  : -  inv (X) .  
Module " inwl i ( l " ,  this module  is not suppl ied to the diagnoscr. 
inv (false). 
inv(neg(X)) :- sat(X). 
inv(or(X,Y)) :- inv(X),inv(Y). 
F ig .  10. The program of  Example 59. 
missing clause. Consider the specifications of  the modules "'sat" and " inval id" ,  
respectively, w.r.t, the approximate observable depth(2) answers (z.,, see Section 3.4.2). 
.~',2 := sat(x) ~ { {x = tr, te}, {x ---- or(y, true)}, {x -- or(true, y)},  
{x ---- or(neg(,~),y) }, {x -- or(y.,eg(.@))}, 
{x = negChd:;e) }, {x = neg(,eg(.@) ) }, 
{ x = neg( or(.L # ) ) }, { x = or(y, or(S:, ) ) ) } , 
{x = o,-(o,-(x-, i'), y) } }, 
.Xe':_. := i .v(x)  ~ { {x = fa l se} .  {x = o,'Cf.tse, fa tse)  }, {x = .e .g( . ' .e )  }, 
{x = .ez(.eg(.~) ) }. {x = .eg(o,-(.~-, y,)) }, 
{x = or(  £alse, neg(.~) ) }, {x = or(n~(YD, faL~e) }, 
{x = o,'(false, o,'(.L p)) }, {x = or(or(.L p)..f.lse) } }. 
By apply ing the definit ions, we find out that there are no m-incorrect clauses and 
then (by Theorem 55) the program is partial ly correct. Furthermore,  since the/A-el- 
ement tr ----- sat(x) ~-~ {x = or(),, true)} is m-uncovered then (by Theorem 57) the pro- 
gram is not complete. 
The above results show that, if we split the program and the specification into 
modules,  we can determine incorrect clauses and uncovered /A-elements by means 
of  (more efficient) modular  algorithms. We will now turn to the case where we con- 
sider a single module  (all the other modules may be not implemented yet), and we 
want to debug it, under tim assumpt ion that all the other missing modules do satisfy 
their specificatiops (i.e., are totally correct). The diagnosis will still be based on Def- 
init ions 53 and 54. However we have to introduce a new definit ion of  partial correct- 
ness and completeness for a single module. The new definit ions are of  course given in 
terms of  the conclete semantics of  a module P~, which can be determined from the 
clauses in P~ and from the concrete semantics of  the (missing) modules used by P~. 
Since these modules have not been implemented yet, we have only their abstract 
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specifications. In order to reason about  the correctness and completeness of  P~ we 
need a concrete specification. Thus we assume that the concrete semantics of  the 
missing modules is simply the concretization of  the abstract specifications ~o. This 
is achieved by first defining the following concrete ( i f :augmented)  immediate con- 
sequence operator:  
= u U 7(-.,,,(P,))). 
Since this operator  is cont inuous,  the concrete semantics of  a program module P,+ can 
be then defined as .~~'[[P,]~ .~'[[P~]] 1",,,. This leads to the new notions of  part ial  
correctness and completeness of  a module w.r.t, the intended abstract  semantics of  
the whole program. 
Definition 60. Let / : ' l , . . .  ,P,  be a program partit ioning, ~ be an observable, and 
~, . . . ,  ~¢~ be an intended modules semantics. A module P/ is  
1. m-part ial ly correct w.r.t. ~ l ,  ./~ if ~(~-+~ITP~]])~< , : i  
2. m-complete w. r . t . . /~ , . . .  , J~  if o¢~ ~< ~(.:+:' ~P,-~). 
3. P is m-total ly cerrect w. r . t . . /~ . . . .  .-¢~, if ~¢(.~+~[[P~]]) = ./~. 
The proof  o f  the theorems uses the following (continuous) abstract (+~'~-augment- 
ed) immediate conseqaence operator  and its fixpoint. 
Theorem 61. I f  there are no m-hteorrect clauses in P~-, then P~. is m-part ial ly correct 
, , , . r . t .  . . . . .  
Proof. By hypothesis,  for any clause c in P/, . ;~[{c}]( .¢i f lL juse(Pi))<~ j i .  Hence 
~P~(~¢~)  <~ o¢~. Now, by definition, ~~'~[[P,]I(.:~) = .~[P~( - /~)  and then . : /  is a 
pre-fixpoint o f  :~ '~P~.  Then, since ~( .~"~P~)  ~< 5/---~'[[P,]] = ! fp ( ,~P , .~)  .<..,¢;, P, 
is m-part ia l ly correct w.r.t. J~ , .  . . . .  :~". El 
Theorem 62. Let  ~ be a complete observable and P~ be an m-complete mmhde w.r.t. 
.fr~ . . . .  , Y~,  :for some 1 <<. i ~ n. I f  there exists  an m-incorrect clause in Pi, then Pi is not 
m-part ial ly correct. 
Proof. By m-completeness of Pi, J~ ~< ~(,W/'[~P/I]) = 5~'.[P/]]. By monotonicity of 
~ [P/I, ,#~ [ [P / ] ( J~) - .~  [[P,-](.#x ~P,-]) -  .~ '~P, - ] .  On the other hand. by 
delinition. ;~ ' [ [P~]( . /~, )= ~#~I[P/]](,/~). Thus, a;gJ~ and a~<.~{c}]}(,~'~) implies 
~r ~ .~ and a ~< ;~'~P~]] i.e., P~ is not m-part ial ly correct. [] 
Theorem 63. Let  Pi be m-part ia! ly correct w. r . t .  , f  ~, . . . ,+ ~r~, jb r  some I <~ i ~ n.  I f  there 
exists an m-uncovered ~-e lement  in Pi, then P~ is not m-conwlete.  
Proof. Since ~ is approximate,  
to Note that the concretization ;,(./x) of the abstract specification .~¢~ is the maximal of all possible 
concrete specifications .~' which ,~ represents. Indeed, for any .Y such that ~(,¢) = . /~ . . / _  7(.Y~). 
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:.,I '~'~ ( .% ~P,~ o ~)(ar) -~ 
~z o .~P/]](~,~(.Zg') U (Uv(use(P~.)))) 
o,~[P/]](,.Y{" U (U 7(use(P~)))) 1> 
(~ o .~"  f[e,.]])(.x,"). 
Hence, 
[by definition] 
[s ince~[[ - ]] is correct] 
[since 7~ _ id] 
[by definition] 
~(.~,7 ",', [[p,~]) = [since --~"'[[P~]I is a fixpoint of  =~"I[P~]]] 
~(.~e" ~P/~(X~"" [[P~.~)) ~< [by the previous result] 
2; . .9"~ ,.¢~'[[P~(0~(,~-e'[[P,.]])) ~< [by monotonic i ty o f  :~/'~ [[P~]] and m-partial  
correctness of  P~] 
,2, -¢ : ,  i ,~  [[P~][(.¢~) = [by definition] 
,~P,~(.¢~).  
Now, if ,r is an m-uncovered A-element (i.e., tr <~.f; and a f_ ~"[~P~]I(J/~)), then 
a~< ,/~ and t r~ ~(,~/'~-P~), i.e., P~ is not m-complete. 
Theorem 64. Let ~ be a complete observable and assume that .~" [[P,.~ has a unique 
.[iAy~oint ( Jbr  some 1 <~ i (n ) .  I f  there are no m-uncovered/~-elements i  Pi, then P~ is 
,ol-contplele w.r.t..1:1 , /n  
Proof. Absence of m-uncovered A-elements in P,- implies .¢~ <~ .~Pdt ( .¢~) .  Since, by 
.), ~¢, i • i • definition, ,~~[[P,.~](.¢~) - -~P ,~( . fx ) . -¢~ ~< ,~ ~P~(.f~), Le., .¢~ ~s a post-fixpoint 
~'~"~P~ and. by Tarski 's  theorem. .¢~ <~gl'p(,~'~P~.). Now, by hypothesis, of   
gfo(,~'[[P~]]) = /.Ij~(.¢~'[[P~]) = ,~'~P~]]. Thus, J~  ~< ,~'~'[[P~]], i.e., P~ is m-complete 
t. ! n w.r . t . . ]~, . . . , . f~.  [] 
Example 65. The program Pace in Fig. I 1 is a wrong version of  a module of  an 
automaton  which recognizes the language L -- {(ab)" ! n >f 0} O {(ab)"a I n .>t 0}, 
The complete program is in Fig. 9, and the complete diagnosis is in Example 51. Its 
specification and the one of  the other module w.r.t, the depth(2) answer observable 
(z2) are, respectively, 
.~ ,  : -  a , .c (x)  ~ { {x  - [ 1}, {x  -- [bl}, {x  : [b, al.~l} }, 
• #"r_. := accept(X) ~ {{X = []}, {X -- [a]}, {X -- [a,/~[.i']}}. 
Let .¢, := .¢~.t5.#"~2. By applying the modular  diagnosis 
, : : ' Ee . , , j ( . /~  ) = , ,~ . , . (x )~ {{x  = [b]}, {x  = [b, alx-l} } 2 ~ 2 * 
Hence we find out that P,,,~ is m-partial ly correct (without actually comput ing 
..~ *" [[P,,,,:]]) and that the A-element ace(x )~ {x- - [ ]}  is m-uncovered and then 
acc  ( [b  I Xs ] )  : - accept  (Xs )  . 
F ig .  I I .  The  program o f  Example  65 .  
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(by Theorem 63) the module is not m-c~mplete (and the entire program is ~ot com- 
plete). 
Theorem 66. Let  P = Pt U . - - U P, .  I f  al l  the modules  P,. are m-par t ia l ly  con'ect  w.r.t. 
.~;~ . . . .  , .~r~. then P is par t ia l ly  correct w.r.t.J~. Morem'er .  i f  P has a unique f i xpo in t  
anti  al l  the modtdes  Pi are m-complete  w.r.t. J l~ . . . . .  .gn then P is complete  w.r.t..J¢,. 
Proof. We prove the two points separately. 
Part ia l  correcmess:  Let JF = U~ "~'~- For any i, 
Thus L]~ :~'~[P~]](.,'g ") >/.o[P~(.~') and the following facts hold. 
~(.~I[P~) -~ [by the previous result], 
~(L]~~" [P/~) = [by additivity], 
i 
Uie( .~"  [Pi~) ~ [by m-partial correetness], 
LJr ' :~  = "~" 
Completeness.  First of all note that, if the hole program P Ires a unique fixpoint, 
than also any module P, must have a tmique fixpoint and tii-~/; e" [[P~]~ E .~[[P~. Thus 
the following facts hold. 
.J¢~ - H jci 
i 
[by m-partial completeness], 
[by additivity], 
[by the fixpoint uniqueness ofP], 
9. Conclusions and future developments 
We have introduc,,'d several effective techniques to perform the diagnosis of pure 
logic programs. Partial diagnosi,~ can be used whenever we have a (finite) partial 
knowledge about the intended behavior. This knowledge can be derived from symp- 
toms detection (performed using testing techniques) and symptom-directed queries 
to the user, as in the symptom-directed debuggers. One might think of other partial 
knowledge acquisition techniques, 
Diagnosis w.r,t, approximate observables i instead useful when one wants to per- 
form the diagnosis w.r,t, propei-ties which can be modeled by approximate observ- 
ables. This is interesting, because several useful properties are modeled by 
approximate observables or by observables which can be systematically refined to 
approximate observables. 
More general properties (such as those used in program verification) can only be 
handled through assertions in a suitable formal language. We ate currently looking 
into the problem of modeling these properties using abstract interpretation tech- 
niques, with the goal of handling them as approximate observables. This would 
make our results applicable to the more general case. 
Abstract diagnosis can be turned into a more practical tool by extending it to the 
case of real-life logic languages, e.g. PROLOG.  It is worth noting that this can easily 
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be done, once we have a semantics framework for PROLOG gimilar to the one we 
have used here for pure logic programs. Such a framework has indeed already been 
defined [32]. It handles almost all the impure features o f  PROLOG (including cut). 
The collecting semantics has all the properties which are relevant o diagnosis, name- 
ly the condensing property and the equivalence between operational and denotatio~- 
al denotations. 
Another relevant issue is related to the abstract operations associated to an observ- 
able. In this paper we have considered the case where the abstract operations are sys- 
tematically derived from the concrete ones and are optimal. Our results are still valid 
if the optimal abstract operations are replaced by (correct) non-optimal operations, as 
one does in most practical abstract interpretation frameworks. Since this leads to a 
further loss of  precision, the accuracy of the diagnosis me~hod will of  course be affect- 
ed. The same arguments apply to the case of  non-condensing observables. 
Finally, let us mention that some recent results on the reconstruction of  verifica- 
tion techniques by abstract interpretation [33] show that it is quite easy to extend ab- 
stract diagr, gsis to specifications consisting of pre- and post-conditions. Handl ing 
pre-conditions imply requires the choice of a more concrete colect ing semantics, 
modeling call patterns in addition to computed answers. 
Appendix A. Proofs of Section 3 
First of  all observe that the operations @, @~. and I satisfy the following properties. 
These properties are the ones we use to define approximate observables, and will Ill- 
low us to reuse the proof  of  the theorems for complete observables in the corre- 
sponding theorems for approximate observables. Let d, di E rE. 
ca,'({O}) = q). (A. I)  
®, ®~. and I are additive on E. ® is associative, while @=._ ~ is associative in the following 
sense. If {y} c_ {z'} _c {z} then 
(l.:, ®i' d2) ®~. e3 = S, @i' (<12 @~; F~.~). (A.2) 
For  any x ,y ,  z. and v. 
(e;~ ~y.(. {I}) ®i e,_, = .e;, ~.©i g_-, (iO}®e;,)l==~l=, (A.3) 
For  any x ,y ,  z such that x .y  C z. 
(e,, ~>~. e,2)l.. = (e,',l: ®~. e,.-)l, and 
(~, ®~. ~.-)1= = (~, ~.  ~21,.)1=. (A.5) 
Let x C_ z and n ~. 1. If for any i E [l,n]. car(d,~)n (vat (d , )u  z) c_ x then 
~® (~, ® "'" ® ~',,) = ~:~:x (~', ® --- ® d,,,) (A.6) 
and if (or any i E [i,n]. var(~) f7 (var(¢5~) U z) c_ x then 
~6'i ®' "  ® d,,) @ ~/-- (dr @. . .  @ E,,,) @:~ ~. (A.7) 
Now, we can prove the theorems. 
Preof of Theorem 3. 
Point 1. We prove the two inclusions separately. 
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(c )  The proof is by induction on the number n of atoms in ~,,At . . . . .  A~. 
(n = 1) Assume that E E ~[~,  p(x)  in P][. Then, by definition of ~ ~. ], there ex- 
ists a derivation of length k 
~,~,(x) ~ ~®~,B~ ~ -.. ':'---L ~ ( (~®~z) - - - )~#,~,~ 
P P P 
such that E E (((d ®~1). . . )®~)~)[ , .  By associativity of ,3} and by Eq. (A.4), 
• J ¢~'P E ~ (~ ® E,')i x = (d'® ({0} ® ~ ))Ix, where = d'~ ®-- -  ® $'k. Moreover. by defini- 
tion of derivation, for any i ~ [l,k]. var (c~i )nvar (E , )C  {x} and the~'efore by 
Eq. (A.6), ,f;@ [{0} ® ~') = ~, @~ ({~} @ ~'). Then, by the previous results and by 
Eq. (A.5), ~ E ($'®~ ({q)} ®,~")lx)l~. Moreover, by definition of derivation, by 
Eq. (A.5) and by associativity of®, {{~},p(x) --~* {0} @ ~' ,O  and therefore, by def- 
inition of ~c,~p]], ({0} @ ~')lx ~ C~P~(p(x)) .  
fhese results, together with the additivity of @~ imply that 
E ~ (~ ®~ ~ [[P]](p(x)))[ x and complete the proof of the base case. 
(n > 1) To simplify the notation, let us denote by z, z' and y~, for i ~ [l,n], the 
variables var(Ai , . . . ,A , ) ,  t ,ar(At, . . . ,A,_ l)  and t,ar(Ai), resoectively. Assume that 
EE  .#~',A~ . . . .  A,, in P]}. By definition of .~,/~-]], there exists a derivation 
. . . . .  .%- -~ c~.~ such that E e ~'[:. Then. by definition of derivation, by 
Eqs. (A.I) an~ (A.4) and by associativity of ®, there exist two derivations 
{0},A~,.o. ,A,_~ -~L e  {¢)} ® ~' ,O  and (0)},A,, -~q* {0} ® $" ,O  such that 
= ~ ® ~,' @ ~" = d @ ({0}  ® ~,') @ ({6}  @ ,~"), (A .8 )  
where the last equality follows by Eq. (A.4). Then, by definition of ~IT "], 
({0} @ ~')1:, c ,~[[.4~ . . . . .  A,,_~ in P]j and therefore, by inductive hypothesis, 
({o} ® ,,  )1~., c (A.9) 
Moreover, by definition of tY'[[ - ]], 
(i0} ® ~,")I,.o c_ e~e)j(,~,,). (A.10) 
blow observe that, by definition of derivation, by associativity of~. and by Eq. (A.6), 
e, @ ({0} .~ ~') @ ({t0} ® e,") = (e, ® ({0} ® e,')) ®.~., ({0} ® ~,") 
and 
e,® ({e} ® ~')  = e, ®::, ({O} ® ,~'). 
Then by Eqs. (A.8)-(A.10), by using repeatedly Eq. {A.5) and by additivity of ®. 
gl= = (~ ®i' ({t,~} ® e,")l~., ®.~. ({O} ® ~")l,..)l= 
c_ (d; ®~, ({0} ®~1, t ' i [e~(~,)---) I - ,  ®.~;, ~'?I[P]i(A,,))I= 
= (~ ®', {e l  ®~.' ,'rkl[P]J(A,) @.~._. • -- ®.~. #[[P~(A,,))I:. 
Then, by using repeatedly Eq. (A.2), 
~1: c_ (e, ®~, {0} ®~., e~P~(A,)®~.., . ®£ e ~P~(A,,))I: 
and therefore, by Eq. (A.3), 
all: c_ (er ®.~., e l [e l (a , )  ®.~.. • .- ®£ e:l[P]](A,,))l=. 
This completes the proof of the first inclusion. 
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(_D ) Let us denote by z and j,i the variables car(A, . . . .  ~¢) and var(Ai), for i ~ [1, n], 
respectively. Assume that E E (~®~., d~P~(At)@~....@.~;e~P~(A,,))'i:. Then, by 
additivity of  ®. for any i E [I.n], there exists Ei E 6~P~(Ai) such that 
E ~ (e:, ®~., {E ,}  <~.~.: . . . .  ~.,, {E,,})I. .  (A . l l )  
By definition of  C~P~, by Eq. (A. ! ) and by associativity of  @ this means that, for any 
i G [l n], there exists a derivation {0} ®A~ :-~q" {0} @ g~.el, such that 
L * p • 
E; E ({0} @ ~,)lj., and therefore, by additivity of0-~ and by Eq. (A.I 1), 
where the last equality follows by Eq. (A.3). Now observe that, by definition of @.~., 
we can assume that for any i , j~  [I,n], iC j .  var($)Near(d~) C. var(Ai) and 
t 'ar(d; i )  N rar(~i ) = 0. Then. by definition of derivation and since ® is associative, 
6 ~ . A ~ . . . .  , .4, :--~q ~~ ® g; n, A_, . . . .  , ,4,, ~'..-L" r7 @ 61 7>~ -- - @ ~ ,,, O 
P P 
and therefore 
(~® ~'t @ . . . .  ~ rT,,)l, c_ .~[[~.,4t . . . . .  A, in P~. (A .13)  
By the previous observation on variables and by Eqs. (A.5) and (A.7), 
(g;, :.;~ ~ ~ •  6:_ . . . .  @ g],,)l= = (?' '~"-.r, ~t!j,. @:~ ~... " "" @;.," ?;,,l,.,. ) This. together with Eqs. 
{A.13) and (A.12), implies that E E .¢/[~E;,AI . . . .  ,A,, in P~ and completes the proof. 
Pohtt 2 The proof  that .:~0[[p]] is continuous on ~: is straightforward by observing 
that @.~. and I are additive on (~, c ) .  
Point 3. We prove the two inclusions separately. 
(___) By definition of -~[Pi ' ]  and by continuity of  .~P~._~. for any atom p(x), 
.~P~(p(x) )  = Uh ~o( '~P~ Th)(P(X)) - Then we have only to show that. for any h. 
• ~[~P~ l"t, ~- C ~P~. The proof  is by induction on h. 
(h ----- 0) Straightforward, since .~P~ T0=2.~: ___ ~' ~P]]. 
(h>0)  Assume that E 'E  (,~0~pj] b,)(p(x)). By definition of  /:~P]I, there 
exists a renamed clau~e of P, c----p(x) ,-- E,A~ . . . . . .  L,. such that E' 
({g} :;~., (.¢~P]] ] 'h_~)(At)@~.," '~. ,  ( ¢I[P~ r,,_,)(A.~)I~, where z=var (c )  and for 
i q [1,~} l, y~ = rar(A~). By a~lditivit~ 7 of  :-~: and [, for any i G [l,n], there exists E~ 
(,¢~P~ b,-t)(A~) such that 
E' e ({E}  @'~ .,., {E, } @~., • • - %.~ {E,,})I.,. (A .14)  
Now observe that, by definition of ~ . ,  we can assume for any i , j  ~ [l,n], i # j .  
rar(E) f3 rar(E,) C .t'i and t,ar(Ei) Cl car(E~) = q). 
By inductive hypothesis, l o t  any i~  [I,n].E~66[[P,~(A~). Then Point 1 
nmphes that there exnsts a derivation {O}.A~ . . . . .  A , , -  "{E },12l. such th'4t 
{E }1-,---- (~} ~;., {E~} @;... "'" ~. ,  {/~,,})1-,,. ~qwhere ~---- rar~'A: . . . . .  A,,). Moreover,  
by using the renamed clause c. ~0}.p(x)--~{0} ® {E}.At . . . . .  A,,. Then, by using 
the previous two derivations, by our hypothesis on variables, by Eq. (A.4) and by 
associativity of  ~,  we obtain the derivation 
10},p(x) ~-~ ~0} ~ ~},A , , . . . ,A , ,  ~'--~'" l~:} ~ {E"},O 
p 
and, by definition of  (: ~F~, 
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({E} ® {E"})lx c_ e::~P~(p(x)). (A.15) 
Moreover, by definition of  derivation, by Eqs. (A.6) and (A.5) 
({E} ® {E"})lx = ({E} ®~, {E"})lx = ({E} ®~, {E"}I.~)i~. 
Then, by definition of E", by Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3), ({E} ® {E"})[x = 
({E}®~., {E,}~.~. ---®~. {E,,})[,, and therefore, by Eqs. (A.14)  and (A.15), 
E' E C:~P](p(x))'and tl{en the thesis. 
(2)  Assume that E E 6~P~(p(x)) .  By definition of  C[[P~ there exists a derivation 
{0},p(x) '? >* d. O of  length h > 0 such that E E ~[x- We prove by induction on h p • 
that E E (.#~P~ ]h)(p(x)). 
eq 
(/I ---- I) I f  there exists a derivation {q)},p(x) --z-~" {0} ® {E'} ,O of  length 1 then 
p(x)  E ' ,O  is a renamed clause of ~ v ~- /  and hence, by definition of .#~P]] and by 
Eq. (A.3), ({0} ® {E'})I~ ----- {E'}tx E ( #~P~ Ti)(p(x)) and then the thesis. 
(h > 11) Assume that there exists a derivation 
~-~.! ¢q  
{0},p(x) --~ {0} ~ {E'},A,  . . . . .  A, , - - ,~,~.O 
p p 
of  length h > I and let y~ = var(A~), for any i E [1, ~l]. 
By definition, since ® is associative and by Eq. (A.I) ,  there exists a derivation 
cq  
{0},At . . . . .  .4,, ---** {0} ® d,' .O whose length is h -  1 Then. by associativity of  ;~:, 
and by Eq. (A.4), 
d = {E'} ,~ d'  = {E'} ,~. {(3} ~ d'.  (A.16) 
cq  Moreover. since the length of  the derivation {O}.Ai . . . . .  A,, ---~" {(3} Q d,'. Q is h -- I, 
the same argument used in the proof  of Point I shows thatefor any j ~ [1. n], there 
exists a deriv,.,tion {0}. A1 ----~*e [0} Q ~/, O. whose length is I, ~ h -  I. such that 
{0} ~:~ d '  = {0} ® ~, ~,~ .-.  ® d,, (A.I 7) 
and, for any i,.i ~ [!, n], i # j ,  
(var({E'})U {x})Nvar (d i )  C_.l'i and 
(['a,'(~'i) U { S } ) n [ " ' "  ( ~l ] ) = ~ . 
The definition of d~-PJ], (A.3), the inductive hypothesis and the monotonicity of  
~#[[P] imply that d,;[~, c (,4~'~P~[h_t)(A~), for any i ~ [l,n]. Moreover, since by by- 
por t ' s i s  there exist.~ the derivation o(x) _L~ t ~'~.A, " A. of  length l, thcrc cxis'ts 
a renamed clause of P, c - -p (x )  ,----E",AI~ . . . .  .4,,, such that {E'} = {0} ® {E"}. 
Then. by Eq. (A.4). by definition of .#~P1]T~, and by the additivity of  ®. ({E"}®~,, 
~,I.)', ~ . . - - , .~ , .  ~,I,. )Ix = ({E'} ®~ ~, I ,  o~. . . .  ®~ ~,,l. )I., c (:#,~P~b))(p(x)) 
where z = var(c). Now, analogously to the proof  of  Point 1. by our h3pothesis on 
variables, ({E'} ®~. title,, ®~. --.®~. d,l~;,)lx = ({E'} ,~d,t ®- - -~e~, ) [x  . These re- 
suits, together witla Eqs. (A~."i6) aricl (A.17). imply that ~"[, c_ (.#~p~ ln)(p(x)) and 
then the thesis. [] 
Proof  o f  Theorem 6. First of  all observe that, by Definition 5 and by defin'.'tion of 
and J, ~ is associative, ~, and T are additive and for any ,~ ,d l , . . . ,$ , ,  E E the 
following facts hold. 
(7~(d,[x)) =~ ;'(m(d,))t x) and (A.18) 
~(dl ®' ' -  ® d,,) = ~(d l )~- - -~(d , , ) .  (A.19) 
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Now observe that by definition of  :~[ - i], and since i is additive and idempc\tent, or 
any goal ,6,, G, 
.~[~, G in P]] = (.~116", G in P]])I,.,,,(a)). (A .20)  
Analogously,  for any .¢ ~ fie, 
(.~2[[P]](.,c)(p(x)))l.~ = :~[P](.~)(j~(x)). (A.21) 
Moreover,  by Eq. (A. ! 8), for any C ~ C, 
~(c)  = ~.6.(~(c((;)))L,,.(~) = ~.6.~((c(~))1,,,,.,~)). (A.22) 
Then, by definition of  ® and since for any C~ C and any goal G, 
C(G) c_ (C(G))I,.,,,.I6) and (C(G))I,.,,,{a) is the se$ of  all solved forms of  all the elements 
in C(G) (restricted to var(G)), for a~y ~, ~ E, 
~.. (c(cO)l,., , .(,;) = e; ®~,. c(a). 
";'hen, by using Eq. (A. 19), we can prove 
(A.23) 
D~;(~(C)(~)) = o~; .~(c (~) ) .  
Moreover,  by definition of  Galois insertion, for any C~ ~ C, 
(A.24) 
(u) (u )  - C, = ~ ((7o:0(C,)) = H:~(C,). (A.25) 
Now wc  can prove the theorem. 
Point I. First ofall observe thd, since :~: IE --, D is a complete observable, then it is a 
congruence w.r.t, renaming. Then (by using an inductive argument), from any deriva- 
tion ~,G Yq, ~:',O we can build (a variant of) an abstract derivation ~(~). 
:~--eq ' t P 
- -~ e(d, ), O which uses suitable variants of  all the clauses in the concrete deriwt- e 
tion. Similarly for any D' ~ D there exists $ '  E [ such that D' = ~(,~,') and from 
~(N), G ~ EY, B we can build (a var iam of} the derivation ~, G ~q, N',B. Since 
.~[-  ]] (anc~ .c/~[ • ]])collects any variant o f  the [abstract} derivations then the following 
facts hold. 
~(. :~,  ~ in e l )  = 
, , ,  ~, . G-.-~-' ~- , 4U{,  I,.,,.~ ~ ~.  ,~ ,o}) = 
P 
t:q - n 
p 
; ' ( (~(~ ))1,.,,,.,;~)I & G ~-q,~'.oF) = x, i1~$ i ,  
P 
p 
:t -eq  
O{Dl:,,,,(a~ I ~(~) -a - - - - , ' ,o ,O} = 
P 
[by definition of  .~[[. ~ ] 
[by (l)] 
[by (A.I8)] 
[by the previous obaervation] 
[by definition of  U] 
[by definition of  ,~ .  ~] 
and therefore 
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~(~,~,~) = 
~((2p(x)..~[~r)(x) in P]])/~.~: ) -- 
(u(2p(x).~[[p(~-) in P]~))/-_.. = 
(2p(x ) .u ( .~)~(x)  in e]]))l__-., = 
(2 , (x ) . .#~p(x)  in P]) /=. .  -- 
[by def init ion o f  C~P~] 
[by definit ion of  --~] 
[by Eqs. (A.22) and (A.20)] 
[by the previous result] 
[by def init ion o f  ~%~-P]]] 
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Po#~t 2. Let z and .)'~ be the var iables car (A~, . . . .An)  and var(Ai) for i ~ [1,n], re- 
spectively. First o f  all note that since D is finite and relevant w.r.t, z (by :~ addit iv ity)  
there must  be a finite and relevant (w.r.t. z) e lement o# ~ ~ such that  :~(g) = D. Hence 
o #, A~ . . . .  , A,, is an equat iona l  goal and then the fol lowing facts hold. 
,¢):,[[D,A~,... ,A,, in P]] -- 
~( ,¢3~,A i , . . .  ,A,  in P ] )  = 
~((d  ®~., C[[P]](A,) ®~... "'" @:y,, cr[P~(A,))I :)  -- 
(D@~., ~( C~P~(A, ) )@~.. . . . @~.,,~( ~/[[P]] (A,,)))I; = 
(O@~., (u( ([< ~P]])(A, ) )@~.-. .  @~., (:t((" ~P]]) (A,,)))[: : 
(o~,, e~e]lCA~ ), .~., . . .  5~.,;, e ~ ~P]l(a,,))~:. 
Point  3. The fol lowing facts hold. 
[by Pt. 1] 
[by Pt. 1 o f  Theorem 3] 
[by Eqs. (A.18) and (A.19)] 
[by Eq. (A.24)] 
[by et. 1] 
~(:~[[P]](J)) = [by definit ion of  .~[~P~] 
~t(2p(x). U{~t  c = p(x)  +-- E,+fl . . . .  ,d,, is a renamed clause o f  P, 
z = t,ar(c), for i E [l,n],.t'i : car(Ai), 
-- ({E} @~.~ J (A~)  @:_.).. --- ®~." .9~(A,,))I~}) = [by Eq. (A.21)] 
2p(x) .  ~(U{d l c ----- p{x) ~-- E,A ,  . . . .  ,A,, is a renamed clause o f  F. 
Z = ~,ar(c), for i E [1, n],y, = car(A~), 
8 ' - -  ({E}@~., . /{A , )  .._.y.'.~: . . .®~,, .~:(A,))Ix}) ----- [by Eq. (1)] 
2p(x).  ~(U{7(D)  I c = p(x)  +- E ,A ,  . . . .  ,A,, is a renamed clause o f  P, 
Z -- ~'ar(c), for i E [ l ,n] ,y,  = var(Ai), 
D= ~(({E} ®]., .~'(A,) ®~. . . . .  ~ .  J (A, ,))[x)} ) -- [by Eqs. (A.18) and (A.19)] 
2p(x) .  ce(U{3,(D) [ c = p(x)  ,-- E .A ,  . . . . .  A,, is a renamed clause of  P, 
z -- var(c), for i ~ [l,n],.v, ---- t, ar(A,),  
D = (z({E})@~.~(.¢(A~))@].._.- - ~ , ~(.9"(A,,)))[.,}) = [by Eq. (A.24)] 
2p(x) .  ~(L J{7(D)  I c :  p(x)  +- E ,A ,  . . . . .  A,, is a renamed clause of  P, 
z = car(c), for i E [1, n] ,y i -- var(A~), 
D-= (~({E})@~.L (~(J)(Ai))@]._.--- ~ .  ( : t ( . t ) (A,) ) ) [ .~})= [by definit ion o f  O]  
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2p(x). U{D [ c = p(x)  ,--- E, An , . . . ,  A,, is a renamed clause of  P. 
z = vat(c), for i C [1. i l ] . J ,  i = var(Ai). 
D= (~({E})~. ; ( : t ( .¢) (A, ) )~. ._ -"~. , , (~( .¢) (A, , ) ) ) ]x} = [by definit ion o f .~P] ] ]  
.¢~/P~(~(.¢)). 
F y i  ~___ Point 4. Let {.Y,,};~-; C_ B~, be a chain, kVe prove that U{.~,i[P~](. ~)};~; 
Z ~ fg , ' i  . .¢:,l[P]](u{. :, },~,) 
. z  j ; [  ' U{-P,~P]](.  ,) }i~,, 
~(U{ 7(.¢~, EP~(.Y~) ) } ,<,  ) = 
:~(u{ ; '~(-~I[P~ ( ; ( .  %)  ) ) },~, ) = 
,.4, " . i :~ (U {-~I].P]] ( ; ( .Y , ) )  },c:, ) = 
~ (.~[[P]~ (u{  ;,(.¢'~, ) } ,~, ) ) = 
.¢~, [[P]] (~(U{','(.Y'~,) } i~, ) ) = 
.~,,~P]](G{.% },~,). 
[by de~nit ion of  LJ] - . 
[by Pt. 3 and since ~,' =' id] 
[by Eq. (A.25)] 
[since .~[P~] is contintlous] 
[by Pt. 33 
[by aefinit ion of  u] 
Pohtt 5. First o f  all observe that. by Point 4 and a stra ightforward inductive ar- 
gument,  V,, >i O. x(.¢~P~ L,) = .¢,~P~ [,,. Therefore. 
a(.~i[P]]) = 
~( .~P~ r,.,) = 
~(u{.'~e]l  1,,},, ~ , , )=  
:~(U{:,'~(.¢I[P]] 1,,) },, ~ .)  = 
tA{:z(.¢~P~ [,,)},,-..,, = 
IS-I{-~:~t~PJ] [,, },, >~ ,, --=- 
.~':,I[P]} L., = 
.~~,l[e]]. 
[ by definit ion o f .~P] j ] .  
[.¢[[P~ is continuous].  
[by Eq. (A.25)], 
[by definit ion of  l_TJ]. 
[by the previous observation].  
[ .~P~ is continuous].  
[by definit ion o f  .~r [[p]~]. 
Point 6. Stra ight forward by Point 3 o f  Theorem 3 and by Points 1 and 5. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 8. First o f  all note that a more general property of  Eq. (A.5) holds. 
Namely.  for any x.y ,  z such that x U)'  ~ z. 
(6", 6~.~. 6"2)1., = (dlb: ~:.~.~. e~z)l.,. (A.26) 
We prove Point 4. 
~(.~P~(;'(.~'~))) = [by definit ion of  ~] 
;.p(x). (~(-¢~P~(;(-¢~))))i.~ = [by definit ion o f .~  - ~] 
; .p(x).(:x( U {,,~ [ c = p(x)*--- E.A,  . . . . . .  4, is a renamed clause of  P .z  = var(c). 
for i ~ [l.n]. y ;= z'ar(Ai), 
6" = ({E} ~.~., 7(-t~)(A,) ~ : -  ,.. . . . .  -'~-~,. 7( -y ~)(A,,))lx } ) ) [~ = [by definit ion of  7] 
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) .p (x ) . (~(U{~"  [ c = p(x)~--  E .A!  . . . . .  A,, is a renamed clause o f  P .z= ra t (c ) .  
for i E [ l ,n]. y ,=  car(A, ) ,  
= [sinceyi t_J x C_ z. by (A.26) and (A.5)] 
( z t (L J  {~5- i c = p(x).--- E .A ,  . . . . .  A,, is a renamed clause of  P .z= rar(c) .  2p(x). 
for i E [I. ,1]. 3', = ra t (A , ) .  
= ({E} :~:. 7(-J.(A,)).+,.,._,"~': .... *':. ,,7('~'~('4")))1~ }) ) i. = [by (1 )and  
by definit ion o f  t3] 
2p( r ) .0{D [ e = p(x) . - -  E .A ,  . . . . .  A,, is a renamed clause o f  P .z  = ra t (c ) .  
for i ~ [1 n]. y ,=  ra , ' (A , ) .D  x(({E} .... : : '(.g~(A ))"~': . . . .v :  ; . ( . j ,  A,,)))I~)}j " = '~" Jh  1 ~') '_ ,  .... y , ,  x 
= [since ].~ distr ibutes over sums] 
2p(x). 0{D I c = p(x)~-- E.A ,  . . . . .  .4,, is a renamed ch, use of  P .z  = rar(c) .  
for i C [l.n], .I,; : ra,'(A,). 
: ; ' ( .¢ , (A , ) ) - ' : - . -< . ' :  ;'(.¢~ .4,,)))i~))i_~} t) = (~(({E} ~, .  ~,_ , . ,  .... . , .  
= [Point 7 o f  Def init ion 7] 
2p(x) .  CJ{o  [ c = p(x)  ~-- E.A I  . . . . .  A ,  is a renamed clause o f  P .z  = ra t (c ) .  
fo r /G  [l .n]. Yi = car(A, ) .  
D = (x({E} ~-'.,:., ; ' ( .¢,(A~))S;~.. . .~. , ; ' ( . .¢~ (A,))))-].,:} = [using repeatedly Point i 
o f  Def init ion 7 and Z~ definit ion ] 
2p(x) .  U{D I c= p(x) - -  E. .4,  . . . . .  A .  is a renamed clause o f  P .z  = ra t (e ) .  
for i E [!. n t, y, = vat(A,). 
D = (zt({E},~.,.;/,(.4,),t~;¢._ •-- .';> :.....,.,, J ,(A,,)))[.~} = [by .~,~. ~ definition] 
Points I and 5 are a s t ra ight forward consequence o f  correctness (extensi,~ity) o f  
the insert ion ~t : E ~ E~. 
For  the other  points, first o f  all note that Point i o f  Definit ion 7 impl~.es ,~., ~% 
addit ivity.  ~ associativity and the abstract  counterparts  o fEqs .  (A.2}-(A.4) o f  the 
proo f  o f  Theorem 3. Point 2 ensures abstract  addit iv i ty o f  l- 
Fur thermore  note that.  by Point  1 o f  Definit ion 7 (taking x = V) and by definit ion 
o f  the abstract  operat ion.  
(:~({(h})~D)T~ = DT~. (A.27) 
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Po in ts  3 -6  (o f  Def in i t ion  7) and  Eq .  (A .27)  a re  the  abst rac t  vers ions  o f  Eqs .  (A . I ) ,  
(A .5 )~A.7)  and  (A .3 ) ,  respect ive ly .  Moreover ,  ~ and  7 are  congruences  w. r . t .  
renaming .  Hence  the  proo f  o f  th i s  theorem is the  same as  the  proo f  o f  
Theorem 3. []  
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